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1. Introduction
During the Neo-Assyrian period, Assyrians referred to several groups as “Arameans”. The
semantic realm of the Akkadian term for Arameans goes through several changes throughout
the history of the empire. By the 7th century, the term has lost its initial function as an
ethnonym. Is it justified to presume, that Arameans were a cohesive ethnic group in the 7th
century Assyria? I will approach this question by studying the social interaction of Arameans
with social network analysis (abbr. SNA). Did Arameans form social groups around shared
ethnic identity, separate from the Assyrian society? The material I use to answer these
questions is a social network of 17 000 people from the Neo-Assyrian period created by
Jauhiainen and Alstola1. based on the Prosopography of the Neo-Assyrian Empire (abbr.
PNA, published in six volumes between 1998-20112). I use the linguistic origin of names to
identify Arameans in the network. Approaching social history through SNA can reveal
previously unseen patterns of behavior and group structures, which can provide answers to the
uncertain existence of Aramean identity, unanswered by Aramaic and Assyrian sources. The
current work will present, how ethnic identity and groupness can be studied through social
network analysis.
The first section (1. Introduction) will introduce the subject area. Subsection 1.1. will
go through definitions of ethnicity, ethnic groups, ethnic identity, and groupness. Subsection
1.2. shows how Arameans are defined in Assyrian sources, modern scholarship, and in this
paper. In the subsection 1.3. I will demonstrate, how SNA can be used as a method for
studying ethnicity.
The second section (2. Analysis of Arameans in the PNA-network) begins with the
introduction of the PNA-network. The subsection 2.1. is focused on a subgraph that was
chosen based on the high degree of Aramaic names: the Ma’allanate network. The subsection
2.2. explains, how a comparison network was chosen. The following subsection 2.3. contains
the analysis of said comparison network: the Nineveh network.
Lastly, the finds are synthesized in the third section (3. Conclusions). Both the
appropriateness of using onomastics to identify Arameans and the groupness of Arameans in
the network are evaluated in the conclusions. The section is followed by an appendix (4.

1

Jauhiainen, Heidi, and Tero Alstola. In preparation. 'Social Network of the Prosopography of the Neo-Assyrian
Empire'. See further description of the network in section 3.
2
Radner 1998; 1999; Baker 2000; 2001; 2002; 2011
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Appendix) with a table of Neo-Assyrian rulers (4.1.) and maps (4.2.), and a bibliography (5.
Bibliography). Because Social Network Analysis relies heavily on graphs, most figures are
presented alongside the analysis to aid reading. The chronology and transcriptions of names
follow the Prosopography of the Neo-Assyrian Empire to keep the network-data and analysis
consistent. Dates are BCE unless otherwise indicated.

1.1. Theory of ethnicity, ethnic groups, and groupness
Ethnicity, as Emberling (2014, 158) puts it, “has often been defined as a group identity based
on a notion of kinship, however constructed or imagined, whose boundaries are established
and maintained both from within the group and from outside.” This definition follows the
anthropological development of the concept of ethnicity after Fredrik Barth’s (1969)
approach, and considers ethnicity as an event that is dependent on social interaction of people
in and outside of a group. Hence, it is fitting in the context of searching for ethnicity within a
multicultural state such as the Neo-Assyrian empire by the means of Social Network
Analysis.
A relevant concept in defining ethnicity is self-identification, a statement or
assessment of belonging to a group by an individual themselves, and by members of an ethnic
group. It has been considered by Barth (1969, 10) as the most relevant criterion in defining
ethnicity. Unfortunately, clear statements of self-identification as a member of an ethnic
group are rare in cuneiform culture.3 Emberling (1997, 297) argues, that “tribal names given
by outsiders, then, do not often reflect shared self-identification by those labeled”, which
might apply to Arameans. Because the etymology of aramu is not certain, and its first
attestations are attributed to Assyrians, as of now it appears that “Aramean” is a label
assigned by Assyrians to several groups of people. But does it reflect reality, and denote an
ethnic group? In the case of Arameans, the boundary of the group seems to be clear to
Assyrians, but it is uncertain whether that same group boundary was observed by Arameans
themselves. In lack of clear self-identification, other criteria to recognize an ancient ethnic
group can be evaluated. Emberling (1997, 304) considers ethnic groups to be kin units, which
share similar qualities between members, such as language, history, or perceived common
ancestry. On a fundamental level, maintaining these qualities require interaction within the
group. As with any group, if the members do not interact, the group ceases to exist. Did
3

Self-identification of Arameans as Arameans is even more sparse and questionable, see discussion in section
1.2.
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Arameans interact between each other in a manner that indicates a group defined by both
insiders and outsiders? I plan to study this interaction through the social networks of
individuals with Aramaic names in the PNA-network.
According to Brubaker (2002, 168) ethnicity and ethnic groups exist as an event;
where cohesion and solidarity, groupness, as experienced and acted by a group can be
periodic instead of constant. Whether groupness occurs, is dependent on the context.
Emberling (1997, 306) suggests a similar idea: “Ethnicity is best seen as a process of
identification and differentiation, rather than an inherent attribute of individuals or groups.”
According to both Brubaker and Emberling, ethnicity and its expressions as shared ethnic
identity and groupness are situational and fluid, more reliant on context than an unchanging
feature. Groupness can be driven by a political situation (Brubaker 2002, 166), which in the
case of Arameans could mean, that an ethno-linguistic label given to Aramaic-speakers by
Assyrians became a reality, where expressions of ethnic identity and ethnic groupness
occurred in some situations.
Instead of presuming groupness and relation between Arameans in all contexts,
observing where and when it occurs can reveal levels of ethnic identity and social differences
between Arameans across the Neo-Assyrian empire, and untangle assumptions on Assyrian
social history and concept of ethnicity. Observing groupness or lack of groupness amongst
Arameans in social networks would not disprove existence of the category of “Arameans”,
but it would improve understanding of where and when ethnic groupness might be relevant
and useful in the Assyrian empire, and whether research should approach Aramean
individuals as outsiders or insiders of the Assyrian society in the Neo-Assyrian period.
Observing groupness and social organization can be done through Social Network
Analysis. The application of the method in the study of ethnicity, ethnic groups, and cultural
groups is further discussed in section 1.3.

1.2. Defining Arameans
Defining a group requires recognition of boundaries from both within and outside of the
group. The Assyrian terminology informs about the outgroup boundary of Arameans, but it is
also necessary to define the group boundaries or recognize Arameans and their behaviour in
the PNA-network. To define the ingroup boundary, the individuals within the network would
have to either self-identify as Arameans or be included in a group that has stated Aramean
self-identification. Some individuals within the network are associated with groups, that are
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categorized as Aramean by Assyrians. Thus, it is necessary to discuss the evidence of
Aramean groups and their status and reception in Assyrian evidence. While association with
Aramean group(s) is a solid indicator of an individual’s ethnic background, it occurs too
rarely in the PNA-network to be the only criterion.
Self-identification as Arameans is rare if not non-existent due to the lack of Aramaic
sources. The Sefîre treaty from 9th-8th century refers to areas or groups joined by a
confederation between Hamath and Bīt-Agusi as ‘rm klh, “all Aram” (Kahn 2007). The usage
would suggest self-identification under the general umbrella of aram and kinship between the
two groups. These inscriptions are earlier than the network data. To my knowledge, there is
no evidence of an individual stating that they are an Aramean in Neo-Assyrian material. Thus,
self-identification cannot be used as a factor in determining who are Arameans in the PNAnetwork. Without self-definition and the ingroup boundary, it is not possible to say with
certainty if Arameans identified as Arameans. However, if Arameans can be identified in the
network, their social behavior could indicate groupness with other Arameans, and by
extension, identification as a group.
To solve this issue, I opted for an onomastic approach for locating Arameans in the
network. However, evidence of both Aramean and Assyrian definitions of Arameans and
traits associated with them have formed the foundation for previous research on Aramean
history. Therefore, synthesis of these definitions and traits can be mirrored to the results from
the onomastic approach in the PNA-network.

1.2.1.

Assyrian definition of Arameans: Outgroup boundary

The current section will examine Assyrian sources and Akkadian terminology referring to
Arameans. The political context will be discussed to understand semantic shifts in
terminology. This treatment results in a definition of the Aramean outgroup boundary, or how
the group is seen from the outside. Despite the discussion on the accuracy of the Assyrian
concept of Arameans (whether some groups were Aramean or not, and if other groups should
be added to the list)4, the Assyrian definition is sufficient for the purpose of studying
Arameans in Assyrian society.

4
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The terms aramu, aram, and the nisbe-adjective armaya are used during the NeoAssyrian period. The linguistic origin for aram(u) is undecided (Lipiński 2000, 26–35). Both
determinatives “lú” (designating people, professions, and others) and “kur” (used to designate
lands) are used with aramu, which indicates that the term relates to both people and territory.
Zadok (2013, 279) compares the general use of aram in the Sefîre treaty to two letters from
the Governor’s archive in Nippur, where members of the Puqūdu and possibly other
unspecified groups are referred to as lúA-ram gab-bi5 and lúA-ram.MEŠ [ga]b-bi-šú-nu6, “all
Arameans”. The texts are not dated, but Cole (1996, 1) dates the archive to the 8th century
based on the appearance of Mukīn-zēri, a Chaldean sheikh from the time of Tiglath-Pileser
III. According to Zadok (ibid.) the use of aramu/armaya as a general, several groups
encompassing term diminishes towards Sargonid sources, possibly because of Assyrians were
more familiar with the individual groups. In the sixth century, armaya is more commonly
used to distinguish between Aramaic and Assyrian scribes (Zadok ibid.).
The criteria behind Assyrian definitions of ethnicity is puzzling. If Assyrians indeed
classified territories and people by language, as is suggested by Emberling (2014, 159), the
case of Arameans would be clear, and their shared common trait would be language. The
issue with this theory is twofold: other groups of people presumably spoke Aramaic, like
Chaldeans, and Aramaic was likely widely spread already during the Neo-Assyrian period
(see e.g. Beaulieu 2006; Fales 2007). The connection between Arameans and the Aramaic
language seems undeniable – after all, the Akkadian nisbe-adjective armaya can refer to
either Aramaic language or an Aramean. There is plenty of evidence that Aramaic was used
officially alongside Akkadian within the Neo-Assyrian imperial rule, such as the bronze lionstatuettes from Nimrud with Aramaic epigraphs, Aramaic and Assyrian scribes portrayed
together in palace-reliefs, and a large minority of West-Semitic names (25-30%) within the
Assyrian corpus (Fales 2010, 189). Contemporary Aramaic texts, however, were usually
written on perishable writing materials, and have not persisted as well as clay tablets. Inked
Aramaic in ostracon and cuneiform epigraphs are a fortunate exception.
Due to the limited sources from Arameans, reconstruction of their history is reliant on
Assyrian texts, mostly royal inscriptions. As the sources in question are biased accounts, the
acquired information is given from an assyrocentric view and can be inaccurate. From the
Middle Assyrian to the early Neo-Assyrian kings, encounters with Arameans center to

5
6
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Northern Syria and Levant, especially the Jezirah. From mid-8th century onwards, the nisbe
armaya is used to refer to the Aramean population in Southern Mesopotamia, more
specifically in Middle to Lower Euphrates (Fales 2017). The first certain attestation of aramu
is from the Middle Assyrian period in an inscription of Tiglath-Pileser I (1114-1076) about a
confrontation with “Ahlamû-Arameans” (ah-la-mì-i-KURar-ma-ia.MEŠ)7 in the Middle
Euphrates. The term ahlamû used here and elsewhere in Middle Assyrian texts might be
connected to nomadism; Lipinski (2000, 38) associates the term with nomadic pastoralists
performing raids, and the meaning seems to carry a negative tone. In the analysis by Fales
(2017, 149) between the semantic realms of Ahlamû, Sutû and Ahlamû-Armayu, it appears
that while there is overlap between the terms, an acceptable translation for the AhlamûArmayu would be “aramean, (semi)-nomad”, and the term is used in a context of hostilities
between Assyrians and Arameans. It has also been suggested, that ahlamû together with kurArma-ia refers to an Assyrian construct of “land of the Arameans” (Fales 2017, 137; Younger
2016, 36). Nevertheless, the expression is last used in the annals of Assurnasirpal II referring
to Bīt-Zamani’s troops (Fales 2017, 150). After the Assyrian control in the Jezirah
diminished, Aramean polities filled the power vacuum (Younger). When early Neo-Assyrian
kings returned to the area to reconquer it (referred to as the reconquista-period), they also
fittingly reuse the phrases of Tiglath-Pileser I and refer to the lands of Ahlamû-Arameans.
The choice of words is probably motivated by shared context; the Assyrians recognized that
hostilities in the area were repeating history. In the Jezirah, the Arameans were in control of
the most important trade routes on the Euphrates, which likely furthered the state formation
and was reflected on the tribute collected by the Assyrians later in the reconquista-period
(Sader 2012, 22).
Surveys and excavations in Northern Syria show an increase in the Early Iron Age of
small-sized settlements, as new populations moved to rural areas. While not quite ‘cities’ as
described in annals, the domestic structures support agricultural lifestyle, including storage
space and food processing necessities such as ovens (Sader 2012, 17–18). Climate change
related drought and the following famine in the 11th-10th centuries (Parpola and Neumann
1987), which is described in a chronicle text from Assur dated to the Middle Assyrian period.
In the chronicle, the “households of the Arameans” (é.meš kurar-ma-a-ia.meš) are said to have
plundered lands of Assyrians, leading the Assyrians to take refuge in fortified cities, while the
Arameans settled on the bank of Tigris (Glassner 2004, 188–190). Fales (2017, 140) considers

7
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it a possibility, that the reference to households of Arameans is a predecessor to the bītuformula.
In the Assyrian sources between the Middle Assyrian and Early Neo-Assyrian period,
the Arameans appear as plundering nomads and enemies at war. This image is strongly
associated with the use of ahlamû – although during the Early Neo-Assyrian kings the term is
already quite archaic. However, their language also reflects the shift in the structure of
Aramean polities. As the Arameans had started to settle to the Jezirah, the pressure from
Luwians in the north and west and the Assyrians from the east led to confederations and
complexity beyond the family unit (Sader 2012). Beginning with the annals of Adad-nerari II
(911-891) the Assyrians designated names for the Aramean groups as they encountered them,
using the bītu-formula: the word bītu followed by either a personal name or a group name,
bīt-PN/GrN. The leaders are referred to as mār PN/GrN, “son of PN/GrN”. The personal
name is often the name of an ancestor of the group, and while the use of the bītu-formula does
not necessarily imply shared ancestry between the group’s members, at least geographical
association is implied (Younger Jr. 2016, 43–47). According to Younger (2016, 45), the
Assyrians only use the bītu -formulation with Aramean groups in Northern Mesopotamia, and
in the context of Southern Mesopotamia it is only used with Chaldean groups. Younger
suggests, that this is an intentional distinction based on group structure. Despite the
association with a geographical location, according to Younger, the bītu-formulation is used
with groups that included both nomadic and sedentary components. Clearly, what merits the
use of bītu-formulation in a group name is unknown.
Because the group organization among Aramean groups is diverse, I avoid using the
term “tribe” to refer to any of the groups. According to Emberling (1997, 306), “tribe” is used
to refer to “a nonhierarchical political system” or “a socially bounded cultural group”, the
latter definition overlapping with the meaning of “ethnic group”. Even if the meaning of
“tribe” is explained satisfactorily, when Aramean groups are referred to as “Aramean tribes”,
they are presumed to have some general similarities in structure. Szuchman (2009: 4-5) notes
the opposition between concepts of tribe and state, the former seen as more fluid and
communal in leadership, than the state lead by an individual. Thus, the concept of a “tribal
state” used by Younger (2016) on several occasions about Aramean polities in the Jezirah
seems paradoxical. Even if Younger disagrees with the opposition of tribe and state, how does
a tribal state differ from a state? The use of “tribal state” seems to vary in meaning; it is used
to refer to a tribal confederation lead by one individual, or a tribal leader becoming a state
leader (Szuchman 2009: 8). The organization of such a state does not seem fundamentally
8

different from the Neo-Assyrian empire, equally segmented to small provinces governed by
provincial leaders. A trait associated with tribes is kinship between the members that extends
beyond immediate family relation, such as a common ancestor. Whether this applies to all
Aramean political entities, especially those that are not named using the bītu-formula, is
difficult to say. Because of the vagueness of the term “tribe” and the limited knowledge of the
structures of Aramean groups, the present study refrains from using it about Aramean political
entities. Instead, the words “state” and “group” are used where applicable.
The concept of a tribe in ancient Near Eastern history is often associated with
nomadism. For example, Younger (2016, 54) defines a tribe as a kinship-based group that has
“both sedentary and mobile components, may inhabit a core territory, but it can move about,
contract and expand depending on circumstances”. Nomadism is often associated with
Aramean groups, although there is a tendency to avoid pitfalls of false classification and overgeneralization by using other vague concepts such as “semi-nomads” and “sedentary
nomads”. Because nomadism is often presented as an opposite to sedentarism, much like
“tribes” are opposed to “state”, the words “nomadism” and “tribe” seem to be redefined when
used in these paradoxical forms. For example, according to Frame (2013, 88) “many of the
[Aramean, Chaldean, and Arab] tribes led a nomadic or semi-nomadic lifestyle”. Seminomadism in the ancient Near East usually refers to partial settlement of a group, with towns
and even fortresses under their rule, while a part of the group continues to practice pastoral
nomadism, much like in the definition by Younger, referred to above. Younger (2016, 63–67)
also criticizes the traditional model of opposition between nomadism and sedentarism, which
has often been used to explain the hostilities between Assyrians and Aramaeans. Instead, he
supports a model where sedentary agriculture and pastoral nomadism function in a symbiotic
relationship. Pastoral nomadism was essential to the economy of cities just as well; the
opposition of sedentary and nomadic life feels hence unnecessary and artificial.
Attributing nomadism or semi-nomadism to Arameans is likely another reason, why
Arameans are seen as a separate and a poorly assimilated group within the Neo-Assyrian
empire. If nomadism truly is a trait that should be expected from Arameans, signs of it could
be present in the PNA-network; the social connections of nomadic Arameans should extend to
several locations. In turn, a well-established social network in one location would imply
sedentarism of an Aramaic individual.
After the reconquista-period, Assyrian kings were more focused on the Aramean
groups in Southern Mesopotamia. Most importantly, Assyrian sources include several lists of
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groups labeled “Aramean”. These lists are part of the annals of Samsi-ilu (turtānu8 of Assyria
in 790–769), Tiglath-Pileser III, Sargon II and Sennacherib. While the listings have a lot of
similarities, they differ in structure and content9. The longest list is from Tiglath-Pileser III10,
but it does not include all the Aramean groups listed by the other Assyrian kings. Sennacherib
follows a different structure than the others, who start the listing from groups first
encountered in the Jezirah (Younger 2016, 656). Several lists remain from Tiglath-Pileser III,
and the later ones include groups that did not appear in the earlier ones – likely due to
increased Assyrian awareness of Arameans during Babylonian campaigns (Younger 2016,
657). The lists are the corner stone of identifying Aramean groups in the Neo-Assyrian
period. The annals provide generic locations of Aramean settlements in Southern
Mesopotamia, and record their alliance with Babylonians, Elamites, and other Aramean
groups. Members of Aramean groups are also attested in the archive of the Assyrian governor
from Nippur, covering the governor’s official affairs during 755–732, published by Cole
(1996).
The vast number of Aramean groups (>40) attested in Southern Mesopotamia makes it
difficult to provide their general history. The groups are attested all over Southern
Mesopotamia and are self-governing to some degree. Connections between each group are
poorly known, except for some coalitions which are attested in annals of Assyrian kings.
Arameans were present in Southern Mesopotamia before the Southern groups are attested in
Assyrian sources. They appear in Babylonian sources already in the 11th and 10th century and
are presented as hostile raiders (Frame 2013, 91). The Religious Chronicle, a copy from the
Seleucid period that refers to events in 11th-10th centuries, records Aramean hostilities
preventing the celebration of the New Year Ritual (Glassner 2004, 296–301). Šamši-Adad V
records the king of Babylonia employing Aramean troops in 814, but first accounts of
Aramean groups settling in Babylonia are from the 8th century (Younger 2016, 682.)
The appearance of mirror-toponyms (toponymie en mirroir), a phenomenon of
Babylonian place names that mirror those in Upper Mesopotamia, is possibly due to Aramean
groups migrating to south. The phenomenon occurs also inside Babylonia, with homonymous
place names in both eastern and western areas. Zadok (2013, 278) suggests that Aramean
groups migrated also within Babylonia following the water courses. According to Younger
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The CAD defines turtānu as “a high military official” (The Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental Institute of the
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(2016, 685) the Assyrian military action in the early Neo-Assyrian period served as a
motivator for the groups to migrate further south from the Jezirah. This migration happened
through campaigns against the Arameans, and by employing and stationing Aramean
auxiliaries in Southern Mesopotamia. Samsi-ilu’s inscriptions11 record some of his military
expeditions against Aramean groups in the lower Jezirah. Samsi-ilu fashions himself the
“devastator” of Arameans, specifically the groups Itū’, Rupū, Haṭallu and Labdadūdu. The
campaigns of Assyria against the Itū’ in the early 8th century recorded in the Assyrian eponym
calendar12 are also likely associated to the turtānu (Fales 2017, 155). Because Samsi-ilu did
not campaign in the south, the groups beforementioned were likely located in the Jezirah,
although the group names are later attested in Southern Mesopotamia (Younger 2016, 658).
Later in the second half of the 8th century, the same groups occur in the annals of TiglathPileser III. The longest and earliest list records 35 Aramean groups defeated by and annexed
to the Assyrian provincial system by Tiglath-Pileser III (Younger 2016, 664). By the time of
his reign, members of the Itū’ serve in the Assyrian army (Zadok 2013, 281-2).
Sargon II created the province of Gambūlu on the border of Elam and Babylonia,
named after the Aramean group dwelling in the general area. The province governed the
Aramean groups in eastern Babylonia and is therefore not equal to the Aramean group
Gambūlu. Gambuleans are first mentioned in the inscriptions of Sargon II, which according to
Zadok (2013, 275) is due to the remote location of the group. The provincial area overlaps the
general location of many Aramean groups. Zadok suggests that the province was created to
better control Aramean groups in eastern Babylonia but lead to the province becoming
“practically independent” during Esarhaddon’s rule, when they were entrusted with handling
relations with Elam.
During Sargonid kings, Aramean groups are famously active in rebellions against
Assyria. Many Aramean groups sided with Babylonia during the revolt of Marduk-aplaiddina, one of them the Ru’aeans. Sargon II called a Ru’aean eunuch in service of Assyria to
negotiate with the Ru’aeans13, which implies that Assyrians recognized that someone from the
same group would have an edge in negotiation. The second part of Marduk-apla-iddina revolt
occurred during Sennacherib’s reign, and the participation of Aramean groups is again well
attested; during his campaigns against Marduk-apla-iddina, Sennacherib subdued 17 Aramean
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groups14. Despite this, not all Aramean groups were explicitly anti-Assyrian; while the
Puqūdu supported Marduk-apla-iddina, they side with Sennacherib in the battle of Halule
against Elam (Younger 2016, 690). Similarly, despite hostilities with Assyrians during
Sennacherib, the Gambūleans are in good terms with Esarhaddon, but later allied with Elam
against Assurbanipal (Younger 2016, 721). It should not be ruled out, that loyalties could be
divided even inside a group; during the Šamaš-šuma-ukīn revolt, a segment of Puqūdu sided
with Assyria, while some supported Babylonia (Younger 2016, 691; Frame 1992, 167-8).
Ashurbanipal’s uncertainty regarding the loyalties of Puqūdu in different scenarios as the
revolt progressed are attested in divination queries (Fales 2017, 159).
The segmented and diverse organization of leadership amongst Aramean groups is
evident in the account of Sargon II, where eight Gambulean sheikhs, five of the Puqūdu and
four of the Hindāru are attested.15 Based on this, Frame (2013, 92) suggests that the “diverse
form of leadership (if that is what this represents) may have hindered them from presenting a
united front against any central authority in Babylonia or Assyria”. Perhaps diversity of
leadership and separate nature of the groups rather suggests that they do not identify as a
group together – and they should not be treated as such. Comparing the presence of Arameans
and Chaldeans in Babylonia, Frame (2013, 96) concludes that the latter seem more
assimilated to Babylonian culture, despite Arameans inhabiting Southern Mesopotamia
sooner than Chaldeans. However, some of the Aramean groups migrated to Southern
Mesopotamia later than others. It is then likely, that there are different levels of assimilation
depending on when and to where a group migrated. One of Frame’s arguments for the lesser
assimilation of Arameans is the tendency to use the gentilic form of the group’s name instead
of the father’s name, the Akkadian way. He mentions an exception to his own conclusion in a
footnote (2013, 96 fn 51):
“… most of the numerous individuals mentioned in a list of Puqudians in BIN 2, 132 bear
good Akkadian names, as did their fathers. This text, however, comes from the time of
Ashurbanipal and these Puqudians had been dedicated to the service of Ishtar of Uruk and
Nanāya … Thus, they may have been in longer and closer contact with city ways more than
most other Arameans.”
It is evident, that the degree of assimilation varied between Aramean groups and depended on
context.
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Fales has studied the use of the nisbe-adjective and its relation to ethnicity in the
Assyrian empire in four articles (Fales 2013; 2015a; 2017; 2018). Fales (2017) presents how
both the terminology and the semantics of the terms used by Assyrians to refer to Arameans
evolve between the 11th and the 7th centuries. The shift in terminology roughly reflects the
Assyrian understanding of Aramean groups and their social structure. It is questionable
whether “Assyrian” could be considered an ethnic identity and if it existed in opposition to
“Aramean” ethnic identity. Being an Assyrian was not limited by ethnic origin or legal
citizenship (Novák 2016, 123), but the nisbe aššurayu was used as an ethnonym (Fales
2015a), which would imply a concept of shared identity. Imperial actions like deportations of
conquered people to avoid revolts and building Assyrian architecture to conquered areas have
been considered to be signs of “assyrianization” (e.g. Novák 2016, 128), although Assyria
was assuredly not closed from outside influences, and often assigned local rulers as
governors. According to Fales (2018, 452), the nisbe is an “explicit identifier in terms of
ethnicity”, and therefore superior to the linguistic origin of a name in evaluating the ethnicity
of an individual. In administrative context, the armayu is used to refer to military corps and to
distinguish between Aramaic and Akkadian scribes, eventually fading away in the seventh
century (Fales 2018, 469–70). In administrative context, being Aramean is only relevant in
these two cases. This development raises the question, whether the armayu even maintained
the meaning of an ethnic identifier during the seventh century. In the end, Fales (2017, 164–
65) concludes that during the 7th century the nisbe “Aramean” is used to refer to people who
are “versed in Aramaic”, such as Aramaic scribes (and possibly singers), despite the amount
of West-Semitic personal names growing in cuneiform documents. Perhaps the implication of
the change in terminology is, that Aramaic speakers became more prevalent in Assyrian
society to the point where there was no reason to consider speakers of Aramaic a separate
ethnic group.
Both Lipinski (2000, 485) and Frame (2013, 87) find, that writing history for each
Aramean group individually is not possible due to the paucity of evidence. Despite this belief,
the common approach to the problem seems to be to list every mention of each individual
Aramean political entity in historical and archaeological record (Streck 2012; Younger 2016;
Zadok 2013; Lipiński 2000). While all impressive and necessary works, and often
accompanied with some general remarks on the trends in Aramean movement in the history of
the ancient Near East, all attempts seem to stumble upon the same problem: not even the
explicitly Aramean groups share the same motivations. They form alliances with each other
and against each other, they are not collectively pro- or anti-Assyrian, and even the power
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structures within the groups differ. Therefore, they do not act as a united front, despite being
all labeled “Aramean” by Assyrian kings. In fact, based on the historical evidence, it seems
that the only common qualities between all the groups are the following:
1. Use of Aramaic language
2. Migration from North-Western Syria to Mesopotamia
3. Designation as “Aramean” by Assyrians as encountered.
The Assyrian classification of Aramean groups is reflected on the way that the history of
Aramean groups is written. In the Assyrian sources, and consequently in scholarship, each
Aramean ethnic group is a nested ethnic group within the larger group of Arameans.
Accepting the Assyrian point of view has led to an assumption, that there is a relationship
between groups that is based on kinship, and a recognition of shared background beyond
group-borders. Despite the diversity of group structure, leadership models, location, and time
between Aramean groups, the associated traits of nomadism and externality from Assyrian
society persist in research.

1.2.2.

Ingroup boundary: Onomastic approach, pros and cons

How to recognize Arameans in the network without self-identification? Because the networkdata already includes analysis of each name’s origin, I opted for an onomastic approach. A
bulk of research on the Arameans in the Neo-Assyrian period has focused on onomastics
(Nissinen 2012; Fales 1991; Zadok 2013) to recognize linguistically Aramaic names. Another
option for determining ethnicity based on personal names is analyzing the cultural association
of the theophoric element of the name, although this cannot be securely applied to
recognizing Arameans due to syncretism in Semitic pantheon (Fales 2018, 449). While
onomastic work can reveal patterns of social history left outside of royal annals, tracing
ethnicity or origin of an individual based on their name alone can prove insufficient. Often,
non-Akkadian names cannot be securely identified further than “West-Semitic”. Fales (2018,
449) points out, that personal names reflect “the linguistic/cultural parameters of the parents
of the bearer, not necessarily the bearer himself.” Onomastic study could be more useful in
studying the relations between large data. While the ethnic identity of an individual cannot be
securely identified based on name alone, a large “deposit” of Aramaic names centered around
a certain area points to a high probability of Aramean/Aramaic influence in the area. An
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expected outcome of assimilation of Arameans to Assyrian society would be either second
generation of migrants bearing Akkadian names, or at least bearing both Aramaic and
Akkadian names. Unless both an Akkadian and an Aramaic name are clearly used to refer to
the same person, like in the case of rulers of Guzana (Novák 2016, 129), it is difficult to prove
that two names were used by one individual. As Nissinen (2012, 284) states, Aramaic names
can also include individuals classifiable as non-Arameans, and the difference between an
Aramaic and a West Semitic name can be difficult to determine. In my analysis, while I focus
on people with Aramaic names, those with West Semitic names are noted as well if the
network or its context suggest Aramean involvement. Fales (2015b, 723–24) has criticized the
onomastic approach taken by Nissinen, because he believes that “those who held a public
office in Assyria in the 7th century BC were ‘Assyrians’ from the viewpoint of ethnicity” (i.e.
in their own and in public perception), even if their names and their (implied) family heritage
hailed back to other lands and cultures”. Fales’ criticism is partly based on the changed
context of the use of aramayu, which does not refer to ethnicity any more during the 7th
century, partly on the issues with defining ethnicity based on onomastics already covered
above.
The individuals with Aramaic names could represent the micro-level of Arameans, if
we presume that during the 7th century the Aramaic language was still a vernacular language.
This approach is taken by Nissinen (2012) in his analysis of Arameans in the PNA, and I have
chosen to follow the same criterion. Because an ethnic group cannot exist without members –
and the groupness of said group within a network cannot be studied without identifying group
members - the individuals with Aramaic names are treated as “Arameans” in section 3. I
chose this approach for several reasons. First, because the number of Aramaic names in the
data was large enough to provide networks to study. Second, because this is an opportunity to
see, whether Fales’ hypothesis of public officials and Assyrian identity stands. Third, because
the results can determine whether an onomastic approach is suitable for defining ethnic
identity in the case of Arameans. Still, to be more precise, the results of this study present
rather the groupness and networks of individuals with Aramaic names. These results can
potentially include individuals who would be identified by themselves or their contemporaries
to another ethnic group and exclude Arameans without names of Aramaic-origin. However, if
other attributes relevant to Arameans (such as location, language of the document of
appearance, or association with an Aramean group) are observed with individuals with
Aramaic names, they will be evaluated alongside analysis of groupness. Then, the results
should also indicate if, when, and where an Aramaic name might relate to Aramean ethnicity.
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1.3. Method: Social Network Analysis
Social Network Analysis (abbreviated SNA) is a form of statistical analysis of group
interaction. A social network is defined by Prell (2012, 9) as “a set of relations that apply to a
set of actors, as well as any additional information on those actors and relations”. A social
network can be any network of interacting individuals in any context. Social networks can be
visualized and studied through graph theory, and much of the terminology and methods are
directly borrowed from statistical sciences (Prell, ibid.).
Social Network Analysis in the study of history has taken a hold in the methodological
toolbox since the 1990s, the progress of which is well outlined by Waerzeggers (2014) and
which will not be necessary to repeat here. When SNA methodology is applied to studying
ancient social networks, majority of the same principles remain, but the limitations set by data
availability are greater than those for contemporary social networks. Reconstructing ancient
social networks is reliant on what evidence has been recovered, and in the cuneiform record
most of the evidence is administrative – thus many of the networks will reflect the economic
activity of individuals. However, other relational ties such as family relationships and
neighborhoods can also be observed in cuneiform data (Waerzeggers 2014). In Assyriology,
the potential of Social Network Analysis is still in the process of being proven by work such
as Wagner et al. (2013) and Waerzeggers (2014), although work adapting the method is
starting to appear as well, including analysis of the position of Aššur in the Neo-Assyrian
pantheon by Alstola et al. (2019), and study of the community of priests in Borsippa in the
Neo-Babylonian period by Still (2019).
Waerzeggers (2014) highlights two major problems with utilizing SNA on cuneiform
records: recognizing individuals and imperfect data. The first issue is relevant when network
data is collected: it is necessary to be able to separate individuals by a unique ID from others
who share the same name. This issue is addressed in data collection for the PNA-network by
extending each individual node’s name with a number, which refers to their position in the
entries under the name in Prosopography of the Neo-Assyrian Empire. The second problem is
an issue with any approach to studying history and should therefore not deter from adapting
the method to Assyriology. The data available is incomplete, which can significantly alter the
structure of the true network: one that existed and cannot be modeled. The imperfectness of
the structure has to be considered before drawing conclusions (Waerzeggers 2014).
The current study is focused on recognizing and observing the behavior of ethnic
groups in SNA, specifically the Arameans. The hypothesis behind this approach is, that if
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Arameans should be recognized as a separate ancient ethnic group, their behavior in the social
network should reflect it. To know what kind of group behavior should occur to observe a
group, it is necessary to define some guidelines based on network analysis of ethnic groups.
There are also case-studies of networks of ethnic groups in ancient context, such
Collar’s (2013) article about Jewish identity and transfer of information in the Jewish
community during diaspora in the Mediterranean between 66–400 CE. Collar’s study is based
on the small-world model. Small-world networks, described by Watts and Strogatz (1998),
are networks with short path-length between nodes due to local clusters and long-distance
links, which makes them effective in information transfer. A cluster in graph theory is defined
as “an area of relatively high density in a graph”, which occurs when nodes are densely
connected between each other (Scott 2002, 126–27). Collar (2013, 224) defines the weak
long-distance links as “passing acquaintances”, which make otherwise local network of an
individual global, connecting communities between each other. Weak ties exist as opposed to
strong ties, which represent long-lasting, intimate relationships and reciprocal relationships
between people (Granovetter 1973, 1361). Distance in Collar’s study does not refer only to
path-length between nodes, but also to physical distance between communities. Collar applied
the model to the long-distance links between Jewish individuals during diaspora from the
angle of maintaining ethnic heritage and identity. If Jewish communities belong in a larger
network of Jewish people, a group which is self-defined in including and excluding people,
information should travel through such network. Collar concluded that strong ties in a local
level are more effective in transferring information, than weak long-distance links.
The small-world model tested in the context of ethnic identity by Collar is relevant in
the study of any networks that are based on shared culture. If signs of such model did occur in
the PNA-graph between Aramean communities, it would imply groupness and possibly
shared identity between members. However, weak links are essential to the small-worldmodel, but fragile in ancient context; even if they do not occur in the graph, it is entirely
possible that they existed, but evidence of them does not remain.
Another case-study using SNA to study ethnic groups in ancient context is by Blake
(2013) on the formation of regional ethnic groups in pre-Roman Italy. According to Blake
(2013, 204) “cohesive regional networks preceded strong regional groups, even ethnic groups,
and regions without networks or with only weakly connected ones did not. … In the case of
Etruscans, a cohesive ‘proto-Etruscan’ social network was the foundation on which
subsequent ethnic identity was built--”. While Blake argues that a tight regional network is
what ethnic identity is built on, Collar’s study suggests that tight local networks are just as
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essential in retaining it. In both group formation and maintenance, communication within a
group is a necessity. Communication between individuals is what social networks visualize,
hence a vital sign of an Aramean ethnic group would be ties between Aramean individuals.
Blake (2013, 205) suggests, that “Intra-group communication is essential for group
maintenance, whereas expressions of identity are contingent, mutable, and not always
necessary”. Self-identification of Arameans is rare in the first millennium, likely because
there was no necessity for it.
Current network is primarily from an Assyrian point-of-view, but the data does
include documentation from also provincial areas and bilingual archives. Therefore, it does
not reflect solely communication between the (ethnic) group in scrutiny, unlike the network
used by Collar. It also represents only a fraction of interaction between individuals involved
in the network. However, the benefit of several sources of information in the PNA-network is
that identification of ethnicity and groupness involves the point-of-view of the outsiders. The
boundaries of a group could be easier to define by who is left outside.
In the PNA-network, the appearance of long-distance ties between Arameans would
imply retained connections despite distance, which would be critical in retaining information
flow and ethnic identity across the empire. Strong local ties between Arameans, especially
outside of familial relationship, would represent a kinship network and preference to people
who share the same ethnic background. Identifying shared background or ties raises the
potential to create a positive tie between individuals (DiMaggio 2016, 291). This would be
present in the graph as a visible group of Arameans, connected significantly to individuals
with Aramaic or West-Semitic names rather than Akkadian names, and clusters of Arameans
because they would occur in several documents together. Such interaction could be
interpreted as recognition of shared background and a sign of groupness. The lack of such
interaction would be just as interesting, as it could imply that Arameans did not form their
economic networks based on ethnic background and were rather in interaction with the rest of
the Assyrian social network.
Blake’s (2013) finds regarding heightened groupness during ethnic group formation
and politically charged time echo the statements by Emberling (1997) and Brubaker (2002),
according to whom the social relevance of ethnicity and its expressions are context dependent.
The appearance of groupness based on shared ethnic identity is situational, and if it occurs,
the context and reasons behind it should be questioned. Additionally, cultural and ethnic
identity can present differently depending on the network, as people move between social
domains such as work and family (DiMaggio 2016, 291). Vocabulary, points of view, and
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complexity of identity expand with network diversity of an individual (DiMaggio 2016, 292–
93). This can occur as linguistic code-switching, or perhaps as language-switching among
bilinguals, when the social domain changes (Gumperz 1982). If Arameans were still a
linguistic minority in Assyria during the Neo-Assyrian period, they could have switched
languages depending on the social context. Therefore, context of interaction is equally
important for both “grouped” and “ungrouped” local networks including Arameans and will
be scrutinized when analyzing the network. It is possible that ethnicity plays a stronger role in
interaction within different social spheres; for example, urban and rural context might result
in totally different identity representation.

2. Analysis of Arameans in the PNA-network
The network used in this study was received from Team 1 of the Center of Excellence in
Ancient Near Eastern Empires in Helsinki. The network data is harvested from the
Prosopography of the Neo-Assyrian Empire (abbr. PNA), which was published in three twopart volumes between 1998-2011 (Baker 2000; 2001; 2002; 2011; Radner 1998; 1999). The
PNA includes all known data and attestations of each individual from the Neo-Assyrian
period. The PNA-network consists of 17 000 individuals or nodes and is undirected as of
writing this study – meaning that the direction of the relationship between individual nodes is
not defined. The ties or edges between the nodes are established by appearance in the same
cuneiform document. Edge weight refers to the strength of the ties between the nodes. The
initial solution by Team 1 was, that the number of mutual occurrences between two nodes in
all documents equals edge weight. To better account for different types of texts, the
calculation was improved to give less weight to texts with a high number of names. Cooccurance in letters (for example, sender’s name and receiver’s name) implies a stronger tie
between names than co-occurance in a long list of witnesses. The less people are mentioned,
the more value their co-occurance should have, because naming them is more deliberate than
listing several people. The edge weight calculation was improved by diminishing the value of
document the more people were mentioned. Each document or text has a weight that is based
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on the number of persons included. When nodes occur in several texts together, the weights of
those texts are summed together. That sum equals the edge weight between the nodes.16
The source for the number of people in each document is the PNA. The latest volume
of the PNA, 3/II for names that begin with letters Š-Z (Baker 2011), includes some texts that
were not included in the previous volumes. Therefore, only the individuals with initials
between Š-Z are included in the PNA from those cuneiform documents. This reflects in the
number of people in each document, because some of the names listed in each document are
necessarily not included in the calculation. Of course, those people are thus left out from the
network out completely. The PNA-network also does not account for royal inscriptions,
instead the data is collected from letters and administrative records.
The software Gephi is used for visual layout of the graph. Gephi is an open-source
software developed with the visual aspect of networks in mind, which is especially essential
with large networks (Bastian, Heymann, and Jacomy 2009). With larger networks, like the
one utilized here, the structure of the network would be difficult to read due to the sheer size
of nodes without visual adjustments. The visual representation of a network is relevant both
as an analytical aid, and for illustrating observations made from the data (Venturini, Jacomy,
and Jensen 2019). In Gephi, the networks can be manipulated through layout algorithms and
by adjusting visual aspects, such as colors and node sizes.
Reading the visual aspect of graphs and making them as informative as possible for
each graph can be a challenge. The three basic principles of network visualization are color
adjustment of nodes per category, size adjustment of nodes by position in network, and
grouping nodes by connections (Venturini, Jacomy, and Jensen 2019). The other aspect of
graph readability is related to structural layout of the network. Venturini et al. (2019, 2) favor
force-directed layouts, and define them as such: “nodes are charged with a repulsive force
driving them apart, while edges introduce an attractive force between the nodes they
connect.” Force-directed layouts shape the network to a structure that is reliant on each node’s
position in the network, and function as a visual aid for analysis. Gephi has several built-in
layout algorithms. The one used in this work is ForceAtlas2, an updated version of ForceAtlas
-algorithm (Jacomy et al. 2014). ForceAtlas2 was chosen, because it is suitable for organizing
large networks, and its use is documented in previous research (see e.g., Alstola et al. 2019).
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Explanation of edge and text weight calculation in the PNA-network received in private correspondence with
Dr. Heidi Jauhiainen between 15.-16.4.2021.
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Fig. 1. The giant component of the PNA-network
Recognizing communities within a large network can be achieved through modularity
and force-directed layouts. Community in SNA refers to a network structure, where nodes are
densely connected between each other, and less densely connected to nodes in other
communities, while there might overlap between different communities (Girvan and Newman
2002). A modularity algorithm separates the network to communities of closely-tied
neighboring nodes (Blondel, Guillaume, and Lambiotte 2008). Force-directed layouts
function by the same principle of ties: all nodes repulse each other, but the ties between nodes
pull them together. This results in a layout where tightly connected nodes are close to each
other. Well-connected nodes will then take a central position in the network because they are
attracted to many directions at once. Using a modularity function together with a forcedirected layout helps to visualize the communities within the network. The resulting
arrangement of the network will then consist of communities of frequently interacting nodes
(Venturini, Jacomy, and Jensen 2019).
The timeline of the graph is limited to 862-601 to roughly cover the Neo-Assyrian
period. It includes all individuals from PNA, each represented by a node. Each node has
comparable attributes of the individual it represents, such as the linguistic origin of the
individual’s name, ethnicity, location (and others). The attributes from the PNA-data are
combined under umbrella-terms. For example, if the linguistic origin of a name is classified as
a mix of two, such as “WSem/Egyptian” or “Akk. /Egyptian”, both are included under
attribute “Hybrid” in the category for the origin of the name. The edges between the nodes
represent interactions between the individuals. Based on these interactions, the individuals are
grouped into their own communities within the larger network.
The PNA-entries of the nodes will be referred to often in the following section. I chose
to refrain from including page numbers, because locating the entries in the PNA-volumes is
simple. The personal names are organized to the PNA alphabetically, and each name has a
numbered list of attested individuals with the name. The names of the nodes in the PNAnetwork include their number. For example, the entry of Harrānāiu_9 is the ninth entry in
volume 2/I H-K under the name “Harrānāiu”.
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Fig. 2. Aramaic names in the giant component of the PNA-network
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When only nodes with Aramaic names are filtered out of the giant component, it is
obvious that there are some communities where Aramaic names have clustered to. Of course,
the PNA-network represents a large span of time and a wide geographic area, which is why
all nodes with Aramaic names are not clustered together. The clusters that appear on the
graph, when observed in full context, do not appear to consist solely of Arameans either.
Other methods than filtering Aramaic names were tested for locating Arameans, both
with insufficient results. While all nodes have the “ethnicity” attribute, it is not very useful in
the scope of this work, as the number of individuals who have been labeled “Aramean” is
scarce. The Prosopography of the Neo-Assyrian Empire is a collaborative effort of several
researchers, which could mean that they adhered to different methods of determining the
ethnicity of an individual. Presumably, if an individual was referred to by an ethnonym in a
primary source, it was included in their PNA-entry. As was discussed earlier, the nisbe
armaya is rarely used in the seventh century as an ethnonym. Therefore, the chosen approach
is to first identify individuals with Aramaic names and compare their structure and member
data to find indication of “Arameanness” – either in the individuals or the community.
Filtering only nodes with the attribute “Tribe/clan members” in the Profession-category
resulted in a very limited network of 14 nodes, of which seven are defined Aramean. Using
regular expressions to filter different known Aramean group names resulted in finding mostly
military personnel and was not a useful method for identifying Arameans in the graph. The
results show that the names of Aramean groups are used in the context of foreign leaders and
military class, not as ethnic attributes for members of Assyrian society. Instead, if group
members appear in communities of Aramaic names, that will be considered association with
an Aramaic group.
I decided to locate a community that had a high degree of Aramaic names, and which
was a part of the giant component. A giant component is defined as “a disconnected subgraph
of a yet larger graph if it contains the majority of the vertices of the larger graph” (Bruggeman
2008, 134), and it is visible in the middle of the PNA-network. Limiting the search to the
giant component should result to a finding a community that would have connections to other
communities within the network, potentially even weak long-distance ties between nodes. The
giant component also includes mostly nodes from the 7th century, which should limit the time
span enough to investigate the status of Arameans during that time but allow for generational
variation. The subgraph “Ma’allanate network” was chosen from the giant component based
on the relatively high number of individuals with Aramaic names (15.22%).
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Fig. 3. The Ma’allanate network isolated from the PNA-network.
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Fig. 4. Colors representing the linguistic origin of nodes in the Ma’allanate network.

2.1. The Ma’allanate network
The most common locations in the “place” attribute of nodes are Ma'allanate and
Guzana/Guzana-Harran. According to Lipiński (2010, 5), the Aramaic name of the village
was Ma’lāna, meaning “gate, entrance”, and the -te/tú ending used in the cuneiform texts is
rather a scribal custom of adding a feminine suffix to the in the foreign toponym ending in -a.
The precise location of Ma’allanate or Ma’alānā is unknown, but it is presumably somewhere
in the vicinity of Guzana due to the reoccurrence of individuals from Guzana in the material
from the archive. Ma’allanate housed a bilingual archive, with both Aramaic and Akkadian
cuneiform tablets between 700-620 (Lipiński 2010, 12, 21). The tablets are unprovenanced
and were acquired in the Brussels Royal Museum of Art and History in the year 197217.
Despite the separate previous ownership, the tablets were understood to be part of the same
archive based on the reoccurring names, seal impressions, and common dates. Five tablets and
one docket belonging to the archive are housed in museums and private collections around the
world (Lipiński 2010, 1–4). The Aramaic tablets in Brussles (23 in total) were published by
Lipiński (1975), who later reviewed them in light of new scholarship alongside discussion of
the cuneiform texts from the archive (2010). The cuneiform texts (47 in total, four have
Aramaic epigraphs) were published by Garelli and Homès-Fredericq (2018). Lipiński (2010,

17

According to the museum, the tablets were housed in two private collections before acquirement. It is very
possible that the tablets have been sourced from illicit antiquities trade, as there is limited information about the
origin of the collection.
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21–22) would not consider the Ma’allanate archive to be either public nor private, because its
documents deal both with public matters of the palace and with private matters such as
personal purchases. Every node in the giant component whose place attribute takes the
parameter Ma’allanate is grouped here – hence this group of nodes is hereby referred to as
“the Ma’allanate graph”, which reflects the contents of the Assyro-Babylonian texts of the
bilingual archive from Ma’allanate/Ma’alānā area.
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2.1.1.

Description of the Ma’allanate graph

The Ma’allanate-network has 322 nodes and 1961 edges. The graph covers about a century
between 704-600 BCE.

Ma'allanate-

Sēr-

Sīn-

network

Handî/Haddî_2 Harrānāiu_9 nūri_4

nammir_2

40.37%

44.12%

36.99%

33.72%

56.52%

West Semitic 25.47%

25.29%

24.66%

26.47%

13.04%

Aramaic

15.22%

13.33%

19.18%

23.26%

13.04%

Unknown

9.01%

7.56%

10.96%

10.47%

8.7%

Semitic

5.28%

5.88%

5.48%

3.49%

8.7%

Anatolian

1.55%

1.76%

1.37%

0%

0

Arabian

1.24%

<1%

0%

2.33%

0

names

0.62%

<1%

0%

0

0

Hebrew

0.31%

<1%

0%

0

0

Canaanite

0.31%

0%

1.37%

0

0

Phoenician

0.31%

0%

0%

0

0

Akkadian

Hybrid

Table 1. Distribution of linguistic origin of names in the Ma’allanate-network and the relevant
ego networks.
To make the visual analysis of the network possible, the subgraph is separated from the giant
component of the complete PNA-data. The node size and labels are ranked by degree. Edge
color is ranked by weight: the darker the edge, the stronger the weight. The colours of the
nodes represent the name origin of the node. The colours are limited to five for readability –
therefore the five most common name origin-attributes will be visible in the graph.
“Akkadian” is in purple, “West Semitic” in green, “Aramaic” in blue, “Unknown” in red, and
“Semitic” in yellow. The rest will appear as grey. This palette is used to mark name origin
throughout the discussion of the Ma’allanate-network. The subgraph is then run through the
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Force Atlas 2 -algorithm, with Prevent Overlap enabled. On the edges of the graph, small
cliques are formed: they appear to be almost or perfectly circular and connected to the center
through several edges leading to one central figure. According to Prell (2012, 155), a clique in
graph theory “consists of a complete subgraph, i.e. one consisting of three or more actors,
who are directly connected to one another through mutual ties.” Generally, these cliques
indicate that the nodes occur together in one text, and due to the nature of the data, they do
not necessarily reveal much about the degree of interactions between the nodes. In other
words, we cannot presume, that a clique represents a tight-knit group of individuals – they
might simply all be listed in one text together as witnesses. Cliques in this network become
more relevant if they share strong edges (= more than one common attestation) between each
other and are usually connected to several nodes more central to the network – indicating that
they do indeed occur in several texts together.
When the visual analysis of the graph has revealed an interesting cluster, position, or
connection of an individual node, the relevant entries of the nodes in the PNA are studied to
better understand the context for their location on the graph. To understand the role of a node
in the Ma’allanate graph, it is crucial to examine the connections of the individual nodes
through the texts they appear in. The genres of the texts and what roles the individuals in them
play inform about the nature of their connections. Through this process, the social structure of
the network will be revealed.
It would have been interesting to see how name origin is distributed between and
within generations of families, and if there is a preference to either Aramean or Akkadian
names. The only method available for this graph would have been filtering the nodes with the
attribute “Family relationship” in the Profession category. Unfortunately, this is an
insufficient method for the purpose, as it can leave out those nodes who have a “proper”
profession attribute and are related to the nodes seen here. To answer the question, when the
data from the PNA was harvested, the type of family relationship and its direction should
have been collected and stored under edge type and attributes. Therefore, analysis of naming
conventions between generations will remain shallow and occasional.
Because ethnicity of an individual cannot be determined securely by name alone, I
chose to consider other attributes such as family relations, geographical location, and
association with an Aramean group name as signs of “Arameanness”. Therefore, the
examination of individual nodes and their textual context matters as well, as the texts
themselves can carry information that was not picked up in the process of collecting data from
the PNA. In other words, to determine whether the social group examined could be
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considered Aramean and whether their interaction suggests a sense of groupness and
identification as a group, the individual nodes, their ego networks, and communities within
the network will be studied.
The modularity algorithm was adjusted so that five communities were detected. The
resulting communities were:
Community ID

Color in the graph

Major nodes

Percentage of nodes
in the Ma’allanate
network

0

orange

Harrānāiu, Ahī-lārim 26.4%

1

pink

Sēr-nūri

25.47%

2

brown

No large nodes

0.62%

3

green

Adda-barakka_2

14.29%

4

blue

Handî_2

33.23%

Table 2. Communities in the Ma’allanate network
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Fig. 5. Communities detected by the modularity algorithm in the Ma’allanate-network
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Lipiński (2010, 12) observes three periods in the chronology of the Ma’allanate archive; first
under the direction of Handî second under his son Harrānāiu, and third “characterized by
major involvement of Sēr-nūri”. Based on Lipiński’s evaluation it would appear, that the
communities detected in the graph represent roughly different periods of the Ma’allanate
archive. The third green community has a few nodes, that seem to function as links between
smaller clusters and the rest of the network. Upon closer examination, it would appear, that
the green community should in fact be part of Harrānāiu’s community. He represents the
middle generation of the archive, and both the broad timespan of the node activity present in
the green community (704-600 BCE) and connections of the community between both Sērnūri and Handî suggest that the texts represented would be involved somewhere in the
midpoint of the archive chronology. Most significantly, the green community houses
“Harrānāiu_8”, father of Hanana. According to Lipiński (2010: 16) Hanana is a son of
Harrānāiu_9. It is safe to presume that attestations of both Harrānāiu_8 and _9 refer to the
same person. The second son of Harrānāiu, Harmāku (nameorigin: Akkadian18) appears in
Sēr-nūri’s pink community as a minor node, while Sīn-nammir is a part of Harrānāiu’s orange
community. The green community appears to simply represent a temporal middle ground of
the archive, and no adjustment to Lipiński’s division to three phases is necessary.
Centrality in SNA refers to the degree of which a node is connected to other nodes;
the more connections a node has, the more central it is (Prell 2012, 96). To understand the
function and preferences of the network connections, the roles of the central nodes are crucial.
Moreover, in a limited network, highly connected nodes are more informative. They are
mentioned in more texts, and based on their connections, they evaluation of their status and
social realm will be more accurate. Because the communities of the Ma’allanate network
represent phases of the archive, each ego network of their most central characters should
reflect a certain moment in time. If there are generational changes in ethnic identity of people
in Ma’allanate, they should be visible in the network structure.
The network is studied on three levels: individual node, ego networks, and group
level. Ego network refers to a network surrounding a certain node, which is called the “ego”.
An ego network consists of all actors, “alters”, that are directly connected to the chosen ego,
and the connections between all the actors in the ego network (Prell 2012, 119). Hence, the
ego network represents the social circle of the chosen ego. Ego networks are also studied in

18

Note, that according Lipiński (2010: 17) the name is actually Egyptian origin, and became popular in Assyria
due to contacts with Philistia and Egypt.
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the context of the unfiltered PNA-network, because otherwise ties outside of the community
would remain undetected. The study of ego networks is done to better understand who the
node represents, who belong in their social circle, and what their interaction is based on. Here
I have chosen to discuss the ego networks of Handî/Haddî_2, Harrānāiu, and Sēr-nūri_4,
because they are the three most central characters in the Ma’allanate network, who also
appear in their separate communities (as detected by the modularity algorithm).
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Fig. 6. Ego network of Handî_2
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2.1.2.

Ego network of Handî_2

The most central character overall in the Ma’allanate-network is Handî_2, who has a WestSemitic name. His ego network in the complete graph consists of 170 nodes. Majority of them
are from Ma’allanate (92.94%), but some are from other locations. The three largest
categories of names are Akkadian (44.12%), West Semitic (25.29%), Aramaic (13.33%).
Handî was a palace prefect (šaknu ekalli) during the reigns of Sennacherib, Esarhaddon, and
Ashurbanipal (700-665), until succeeded by his son Harrānāiu. He is the only person in the
Ma’allanate network whose profession is labelled as ”Court and palace personnel” – although
it should be noted that other notable figures in the archive, such as his Harrānāiu and possibly
Sēr-nūri, would classify under this label as well. In the Ma’allanate network, the professional
distribution of Ma’allanate does not provide much information: For most of the nodes
(58.5%), their description does not inform about their profession. Many of the nodes are
simply labelled "Individual from Ma'allanate", and for whatever reason the textual context of
their appearance does not require specification of profession. Handî’s profession and
repetitive association with palace staff, however, has led to the conclusion, that the city of
Ma’allanate housed a royal palace (Lipiński 2010, 8).
The PNA-entry of Handî is, in comparison to other nodes on the graph, lengthy. He
appears as a recipient of a letter from Bēl-bāni_3, as a buyer/creditor in Neo-Assyrian, NeoBabylonian, and Aramaic legal documents, and as the patronym of Harrānāiu_9.
In his letter to Handî19, Bēl-bāni (m.dEN-BA-[š]á?, transliterated as Bēl-iqiša by Lipiński),
prefect of queen Naqīa’s palace in Kilizi, addresses him as his brother (ahīya), and a mission
conducted to Eastern-Babylonia by both of their messengers is discussed. This translates to
strong edges in the graph between Bēl-bāni and the messenger named in the letter,
Abi_iaqia_2. Lipiński suggests (2010, 10), that the palace in Ma’allanate was occupied at
times by the Assyrian court, because members of the royal palace occur in Handî’s sale
contracts as witness (O. 3712, r 15, team commander of the palace chariotry) and sellers (O.
3695, tailor of the palace).
Handî’s strongest connections appear to be with Šulmu-ahhe_12 and Sēr-[…]_1 –
neither very significant nodes. In comparison, the edge between Handî and his son Harrānāiu
is not as notable, although Harrānāiu is a large actor within the graph. According to Šulmuahhe’s PNA-entry, he was from Arbail but active in Ma’allanate during Sennacherib’s reign,

19

O 3707:2
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and the connection between him and Handî is explained through business transactions. First
Handî purchased land in Ma’allanate from him in 696 (O. 3661: 1, 6, 12), and later a slave in
687 (O. 3681:1, 6, 8, r. 3;). As for the only partially readable name Sēr-[…] – an individual
from Ma’allanate who appears only once as a witness for Handî in a loan contract (O. 3713:5)
dated to 671 or 666.
Handî’s social connections include both Akkadian and Aramaic/West Semitic names
almost equally. Although most nodes in his ego network do not have a clear profession, the
professionals involved are from diverse fields, although palace and military staff are a
prominent category among the professions.
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Fig. 7. Ego network of Harrānāiu_9
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2.1.3.

Ego network of Harrānāiu_9

The ego network of Harrānāiu_9 overlaps somewhat with with Handî’s and Sēr-nūri’s
networks, as his network represents the middle part of the Ma’allanate archive chronology.
Harrānāiu succeeded Handî in 665 as the palace prefect, and functioned in some role
managing the temple of Adad in Guzana based on O.3672, an Aramaic docket with a short
summary of the original text it was included to regarding financial matters of the Adad shrine
(Lipiński 2010, 15, 123).
In Harrānāiu’s ego network, there are 73 nodes. The three larges categories od names
are Akkadian (36.99%), West Semitic (24.66%), Aramaic (19.18%). Most of the nodes
involved are from Ma’allanate (86.3%), but he also has connections in Guzana/GuzanaHarran (5.48%), Hirana (1.37%), Ah[…] (1.37%), Papaha (2.74%), and Qaštu (2.74%).
Harrānāiu’s network involves mostly nodes with unknown professions. The rest represent
landowners (4 nodes), people involved with the palace (5), military personnel (3), slaves (2,
one of whom is slave of the crown prince), a shepherd, a fowler, and two Itu’eans. The
Itu’eans in question are Lū-tēnê_1 (Akkadian name), who according to their PNA-entry
occurs once as a witness for Harrānāiu (O. 3696 r.7 dated to 659) with the other Itu’ean Bēlna’di_6 (Akkadian name).
In terms of Aramean assimilation to Assyrian society, Harrānāiu is an interesting
character. His name, while Akkadian according to the PNA, is a direct reference to the
family’s previous hometown Harrān. Lipinski (2010, 17) observes several allusions to
devotion to Sīn in the Ma’allanate archive: seal impressions have symbols of the moon
crescent and the seven planets, and many documents involve penalty clauses that invocate Sīn
of Harrān. Although Harrānāiu’s son’s Sīn-nammir’s name linguistically Akkadian, the
theophoric element Sīn is again an allusion to Sīn of Harrān (Lipiński 2010). The other sons
Hanana (Aramaic) and Harmaki (PNA: Akkadian, Lipiński: Egyptian) play a very minor role
in the network, but their names imply a mix of influences.
A major actor in Harrānāiu’s network, Ahi-larīm, is a well-connected individual;
while he is not the most connected node in the network, he is very central to the graph due to
being connected to other central nodes. The edges between Ahi-larīm and Handî, Sēr-nūri,
and Harranāiu are all significant. Ahi-lārim’s name in the PNA is defined as “West-Semitic”,
and is also written as Ahi-larīm and Halārim. He is designated by Lipiński (2010, 19) as part
of the “inner circle” of Handî – and his interactions clearly extend even to the time after him.
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According to Ahī-lārim’s PNA-entry, many of his appearances in the cuneiform documents
relate to property.
Harrānāiu’s social circle includes a slight increase (compared to the previous
generation of Handî) in Aramaic names, but Akkadian names are still the largest category
among his contacts. As was with Handî, people who are involved in the palace and military
are the most represented professionally.
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Fig. 8. Ego network of Sēr-nūri_4
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2.1.4.

Ego network of Sēr-nūri_4

The most central individual with an Aramaic name in the Ma’allanate network is Sēr-nūri_4.
He was active in Ma'allanate between 635-62020. The only descriptive attribute to him is
"Individual from Ma'allanate". His ego network has 86 nodes, and consists 84.88% of
individuals associated with Ma'allanate, and the rest are associated with Guzana-Harran
(9.3%), Ṭab-Bel (2.33%), Til-marasiluti (1.16%), Guzana (1.16%), and Nisalhuna (1.16%).
The name distribution is as follows: Akkadian (33.72%) West Semitic (26.74%), Aramaic
(23.26%), Unknown (10.47%), Semitic (3.49%), and Arabian (2.33%). Filtering only the
nodes that fit the description "Individual from Ma'allanate" in the Ma’allanate subgraph
results to a mixed bag of names (Akkadian, Aramaic, West-Semitic/Semitic, Hebrew). Sērnūri_4 is the only notable node classified as "Individual from Ma'allanate". The role of Sērnūri seems to be a mystery to Lipiński (2010, 18-20) as well; during the third phase of the
archive Harrānāiu’s three sons are active, implying that the archive was not necessarily taken
over by an outsider, but the title of palace prefect does not occur with Sēr-nūri.
Sēr-nūri's connections were not limited to individuals with Aramaic names, but the
nodes he appears most often with are Dādi-nūri_2 (Semitic name) and Ahī-larīm_2 (WestSemitic name. The PNA -entry for Sēr-nūri_4 states, that he is active in the latter half of the
7th century. Sēr-nūri is attested in both Akkadian and Aramaic administrative documents and
his activities suggest that he was quite wealthy, as he is lending straw and purchasing land.
Most of Sēr-nūri’s social circle are from unknown professions. Perhaps most interesting of his
contacts are an official and a priest from the temple of Adad in Guzana. Other professional
groups are owners of property (4), military personnel (2), a prefect, slaves (3) and a slave
owner, a weaver, and a baker.
The PNA-entries for both Sīn-nammir and Sēr-nūri suggest, that they should be
identified as the same individual, who has both an Akkadian and an Aramaic name. Later
Lipiński (2010, 18) has dismissed the claim, because Sēr-nūri is never referred to as a son of
Harranāiu and does not use the seal of Handî, unlike Sīn-nammir. Lipiński’s stance can be
backed with evidence from the graph.While Sēr-nūri and Sīn-nammir are not connected
directly, meaning that they do not occur in any texts together, the ego networks of Sīnnammir and Sēr-nūri share no common nodes - not even with Harranāiu. The distance
between Sīn-nammir and Sēr-nūri is quite long, and the shortest path between the nodes is
20

Lipiński (2010, 20) suggests that the first text where Sēr-nūri occurs should be dated to around 635 instead of
645 due to the corrections to the dating of the eponym year of Šamaš-da’’inni.
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0.283 (calculated by Gephi accounting for edge weight) or total 5 edges. The two individuals
do not appear to share the same social circle. Therefore, the two names do not likely refer to
the same person, and this is not a case of a double name.
Considering that Sīn-nammir and the other two sons of Harrānāiu, Hanana and
Harmaki, represent the third generation of Handî’s family, it is curious how small their roles
are in the graph. Sīn-nammir is overshadowed by Sēr-nūri, which is probably why the two
were initially considered to represent the same individual. Lipinśki (2010, 141) notes, that no
Aramaic texts are so far linked to Sīn-nammir, whereas Sēr-nūri appears in eight Aramaic
texts and eleven Akkadian texts. Sīn-nammir has clearly remained in the service of the palace,
as is illustrated by his connections to the Gurrean soldiers and other military personnel
discussed below.
According to Lipiński (2010: 20) Sēr-nūri “belonged to the inner circle of the palace
employees.” However, Lipiński finds it improbable, that Sēr-nūri was a successor of Handî’s
profession as a palace prefect. While there is no evidence that Sēr-nūri was a palace prefect,
he was allowed loan21 from the “first fruits of Adad” at quarter of the normal rate22, which
suggests good connections and/or a high trust in the temple of Adad (Lipiński 2010, 151). He
also appears as the loaner of first fruits of Adad in O.3656. Professional distribution of Sērnūri’s ego network suggests contacts to Adad’s temple.
Sēr-nūri’s ego network involves the least Akkadian names and most Aramaic names out
of the three generations of the archive. Again, Akkadian names are the largest group with
33.72%, but when combined, Aramaic names (23.26%) and West Semitic names (26.47%)
make a clear majority of the actors in the ego network. The relative amount of Aramaic and
West Semitic names seems to increase with each generation of the Ma’allanate archive.
However, Sīn-nammir’s ego network involves a clear majority of Akkadian names, with only
X of Aramaic and X of West Semitic names. While Sīn-nammir’s absence in Aramaic
documents might relate to the issue, perhaps some of the names in his ego network are
actually misclassified.

21
22

O.3647
Refers to an offering of silver given to a local shrine instead of literal first-fruits (Lipiński 2010, 156)
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Fig. 9. Ego network of Sīn-nammir_2
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2.1.5.

Sīn-nammir_2 and the Gurreans

The ego network of Sīn-nammir_2 consists of 23 nodes and 234 edges. Sīn-nammir is not a
major figure in the graph, so instead of focusing the rest of his ego network, I will examine
his status alongside the Gurrean clique. Sīn-nammir’s ego network, while primarily consisting
of names that are classified Akkadian in the PNA-network, includes several individuals who
are classified as “Gurrean”. Gurreans are a group that often occurs as a special unit in the
Assyrian military and often considered potentially Aramean, although they are not explicitly
defined Aramean in Assyrian sources (Zadok 2013, 313–14). Because they occur here in the
context of an Aramean location, their presence is interesting despite the unclear origin of the
group. Harrānāiu_9’s son Sīn-nammir_2 is one of the three nodes that ties the Gurrean clique
together with the rest of Ma’allanate graph. The other two are Kalbāia_1 and Mannu-kīšarri_10 – both king’s personal guards from Ma’allanate Most nodes in his network are from
Ma’allanate (78.26%). He has three connections outside of Ma’allanate to Sagani.
While only two individuals in the Ma’allanate community are labeled as "tribe/clan
member" under the Profession category, and there are several individuals with association to
Itu’eans and Gurreans in the Ma’allanate graph. Itu’eans are explicitly classified as Aramean
in Assyrian sources, whereas the case of Gurreans is still disputed (Zadok 2013, 281, 313–
14). For most of the nodes with involvement to Gurreans (four nodes) and Itu’eans (two
nodes) in the Ma’allanate graph, the attribute under Profession is in fact either “ethnicity” or
“military personnel”. Now that all the uncontestable Gurreans in the graph have been
identified, the small community within the graph (visible in the lower edge) becomes very
interesting: it seems to house all the Gurrean individuals in the Ma’allanate community. In
total, the clique has 18 nodes, and includes eleven nodes, who have no clear association with
the group Gurru.
The seven Gurreans from this group are referred to in the cuneiform text O. 3686: Īnili, Zabdī, Abu-lē’ûtī23, Il-abad, Qandudu, Adad-nūri, and Ahu-nūri. Lipiński (2010, 212)
labels all the names as Aramaic, while the PNA-labels for these names vary between
Akkadian, Aramaic, West-Semitic and Semitic. Therefore, Sīn-nammir’s ego network would
likely involve more Aramaic names than initially shown in network statistics. The text in
question, O. 3686, is a court order to bring the seven Gurreans to Nineveh at the disposal of
Sīn-nammir_2. This texts accounts only for seven out of 18 individuals. The other three

23

Transliterated by Lipiński (2010: 213) as mAd-le-‘-te and categorized as an Aramaic name.
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connections to the central appear to be military personnel, too. Most of the military personnel
in the Ma’allanate graph are part of the chariotry or royal bodyguards.
The text O.3686 (eponym of Adad-rēmanni, 632-630 BCE) is a legal order of
Marduk-šarru-uṣur to Ammi-rāmu, son of Hārî, to send seven Gurrean soldiers and the third
man Ululaiu from Sagani to Nineveh for Sîn-nammir. The order specifies a fine of 4 minas of
silver if Ammi-rāmu fails to deliver the soldiers. The soldiers are named, maybe suggesting
that Sîn-nammir requested for them specifically – at least their presence in Sagani was
known. According to the PNA, the law suit itself is administered in Ma’allanate – although
the text bears no mention of it. Presumably the assumption is made based on the last location
of the text within the Ma’allanate archive – but who is to say, that the text was not written
outside of Ma’allanate and kept by Sîn-nammir for archive. Garelli and Homès-Fredericq
(2018, 100) suggest, that Sîn-nammir was responsible for providing the soldiers to
Ma’allanate or that they were requested from Ma’allanate as a military service to the Assyrian
army.
The Gurreans share several connections to the main community of Ma’allanate, but
their closest indirect connections to the center are most keenly Abū_ilā’ī_7 (king’s personal
guard), Kalbāia_7, Manna-kī-šarri_10 and Sîn-nammir_2. ‘Il-‘abad and Kalbāia appear as a
witnesses in a land pledge document (O.3717) for ‘Ānān. Lipiński (2010: 141) thinks it likely
that the land pledge document predates the order to bring the Gurreans to Nineveh.
In the complete PNA-network, when all of the nodes with the ethnonym Gurrean/Gurraean in
their description were filtered, two “stray” Gurreans became visible – all of the others are
located in Ma’allanate. The stray Gurreans are Ahū’a-eriba_11, from Kalhu, and Tabnî_10,
“Prefect of the Gurreans”. Their PNA-entries are short: Ahū’a-eriba “the gurrean” owes silver
to Iddin-aia in year 640 (ND 2099:3), and acts as a witness in ND 2305 (r.14). Tabnî appears
as a witness in a cohort commander’s land purchase SAA 14 425 in year 630. Ahū’a-eriba’s
ego network consists of 19 other individuals from Kalhu, eight of whom have Akkadian
names, one Aramaic name, eight West-Semitic names and two unknowns. His ego network
involves mostly individuals with little data, only one has a specified profession: UrduIssar_33 the bird-fattener. Tabnî is connected to 25 other nodes, most of which are from
Nineveh or Nabû-šimanni. His connections have a significant amount of military personnel
(10), mostly cohort commanders, another prefect and other high status military commanders.
Gurreans occur often together in texts with Itu’eans, because both groups served in the
Assyrian army (Luukko 2019). Luukko (2019, 109) notes, that in Neo-Assyrian letters
Gurreans appear only in groups, whereas Itu’eans appear at times alone on missions, serving
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as intelligence officers or guides. Luukko suggests, that this is either due to incomplete
sources, or Gurreans did not operate alone on missions. In the PNA-network, almost all the
Gurreans mentioned can be linked to a relationship with the military; the only exception being
Ahū’a-eriba mentioned above.
Gurreans also appear in Neo-Assyrian reliefs – if correctly identified, and apparently
wore different garments than other members of the army, which at the very least implies
differentiation (Luukko 2019, 109–10). Whether they were considered an ethnic group, is
impossible to say based on the limited material. As the evidence on Gurreans is mostly
limited to the realm of military, the use of the descriptor Gurrean in the later Neo-Assyrian
period can either refer to retained ethnic identity by Gurreans or semantic change; perhaps the
word came to refer to specific military class. Luukko (2019, n. 12) notes, that only the
determinative lú appears with Gurreans, except for one uncertain attestation of kur24. It is
therefore not surprising, that their involvement and network in the Ma’allanate data is
associated to the military. Sīn-nammir clearly has a position that allows access to Gurrean
troops (Lipiński 2010, 18), and while Gurreans are often attested in larger numbers between
50-400, they also operate in smaller groups (Luukko 2019, 103–4, 116) such as is the case
here.
The interaction between the Gurreans and Sîn-nammir is therefore based on
professional relationship and does not appear to be related to a common ethnic background.
Their presence in Sîn-nammir’s ego network adds to the number of Aramaic names (if
Lipiński’s analysis is followed instead of the readings in the PNA), and diminishes the
difference between the name distribution in Sēr-nūri’s and Sîn-nammir’s ego networks.

2.1.6.

Long-distance weak links

Based on Granovetter’s (1973) idea of new knowledge transmission through weak social ties
and the derivative theory of small world networks by Watts and Strogatz (1998), Collar
(2013) adapted the idea of long-distance weak links in information-transfer between
communities in diaspora. I will test the same approach and analyze long-distance links of
Arameans to see, whether they maintain relationship with other Arameans in far locations,
what the relationship is based on, and what kind of knowledge is transferred through the tie.

24
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Existence of long-distance ties between members of a presumed ethnic group could imply
group identity that is not depended on location.
The Ma’allanate-network within the complete PNA-network appears to be connected
to Kalhu through one node, Adad-issē’a_6, who is connected to five nodes from Kalhu.
Unfortunately, Adad’issē’a’s connections to Kalhu might just be a mistake in the PNA-data:
there are two entries number 6. under Adad-issē’a in PNA. “Adad-issē’a_6a” appears once as
a witness in a Kalhu document, and “Adad-issē’a_6b” is attested several times during Sēr-nūri
and Harranāiu.
Fortunately, this does not mean that the Ma’allanate network is completely isolated to
Ma’allanate. All the ego networks above involve nodes from locations outside of Ma’allanate.
Handî, Harrānāiu, and Sēr-nūri all have contacts in Guzana and Guzana-Harrān, and while
Ma’allanate was likely located in the vicinity of Guzana, the appearance of those links in the
graph illustrates the continuity of the connection between archive generations. Harrānāiu’s
and Sēr-nūri’s connections to Guzana are related to the temple of Adad through nodes
involved in temple administration.
Handî has connections to Arbail, Guzana, Guzana-Harran, Kapar-ilkati, and Papaha.
His connection to Arbail is due to Sulmu-ahhe_12, who was originally from Arbela and later
moved to Ma’allanate; their interaction occurred after the move. Kapar-ilkati was a village
also close to Ma’allanate, and therefore cannot be considered a long-distance tie. The
connections to Papaha are actually Harrānāiu’s connections – Handî is involved here only
through Harrānāiu’s patronym.
Harrānaiu’s connections involve Hirana, Ah[…], Papaha, and Qaštu. Hirana and Qaštu
are also located near Ma’allanate. The broken Ah[…] is the home place of the Itu’ean Bēlna’di_6 (Akkadian name origin), who occurs once as a witness to Harrānāiu.
Sēr-nūri’s ties outside of Ma’allanate differ from the previous archive generations. In
addition to Guzana, his connections involve Ṭab-Bel, Til-marasiluti, and Nisalhuna.
According to the PNA entries of the nodes that represent these locations, all these places were
in the vicinity of Ma’allanate, and cannot be considered long-distance links. However,
because the location of most of these place names is not known, their approximated location
must have been done based on Sēr-nūri’s affiliation with the Ma’allanate archive.
Sīn-nammir’s connections to Sagani involve the Gurrean Il-abad_2 (Aramaic name origin),
Hārî_2 (West Semitic name origin), and Ammi-rāmu_4 (West Semitic name origin). Sagani is
also an unknown location, likely in the vicinity of Ma’allanate.
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There are no valid long-distance links to other Arameans in the Ma’allanate network.
Because weak ties would be vulnerable to disappear, it cannot be concluded that none existed,
but there is no remaining evidence for it. However, interaction with people from GuzanaHarran area seems to be continuous throughout the archive generations.

2.1.7.

Conclusions on the structure of Ma’allanate network

Close reading of the Ma’allanate network allows for some conclusions on how Aramean
identity appears in a rural context. Centrality in the graph is understandably based on activity
within the Ma’allanate archive. The more records there are of economic action involving a
person, the more relevant they are in the within the network. The network prefers the holders
of the archive, but because the archive includes both official and private documents, its
contents are not relevant only to Handî’s family. The focus on one family turns out to be
fortunate for seeing the progression of naming-conventions between generations in at least
one case, despite the shortcomings with observing familial ties within the graph. Same goes
for observing maintained aspects of cultural identity despite migration – even if in this case,
Handî’s family’s identity is centered on the city of Harrān and not general “Arameanness”.
Based on the name distribution, approximated location, and the bilingual nature of the
archive, the village of Ma’allanate can be estimated to represent an Aramean village. Handî’s
family clearly retained some aspects of their identity after the move to Ma’allanate despite
working for the Assyrian state, and while the naming conventions in generations after Handî
appear to favor Akkadian, the names include allusions to the city of Harrān and Sīn of Harrān.
Maintaining “Harrānian” identity markers and devotion to Sīn while Adad of Guzana appears
to be more relevant to Ma’allanate imply, that at least some aspects of identity stressed
location. Of course, the worship of Sīn of Harrān is not in opposition to worship of Adad of
Guzana, as is evident from Harrānāiu’s position in the Adad temple. The question of retaining
ethnic identity in relation to naming conventions is clearly more complicated, than simply
linguistic approach. Nevertheless, based on the amount of West-Semitic and Aramaic names
and documentation, it is likely that Aramaic was commonly used in Ma’allanate, and the
family of Handî did not represent a minority group there.
There was no clear preference of Aramaic and West Semitic names over Akkadian
names in the social circles of any of the archive generations – meaning that Handî, Harrānāiu,
and Sēr-nūri all had only slight variation of name diversity in their ego networks. Even if they
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were classified as Arameans, and their names and professions show traits that would be
associated with Arameans (or more specifically, Harrān), nothing in their social interaction
suggests a separate identity from Assyrians.
Despite the lack of long-distance ties within the graph, Ma’allanate is appropriate for
the study of strong short-distance ties of Arameans. In Ma’allanate, individuals with Aramaic
and West-Semitic names do seem to interact densely with each other, but the social
connections also include nodes with Akkadian names, some even within the same families.
The central characters, when not part of Handî’s family, are mostly landowners or military
personnel. This network illustrates clearly, that the linguistic origin of the name is not a
perfect indicator of ethnic identity, and that close ties between nodes are founded on
professional relationships, not shared ethnic background. The Ma’allanate-network alone is
too limited in diversity to say, whether the professional action taken by the nodes implies
preference to others from the same ethnic group.
Association of Ma’allanate to Aramean groups is limited to Itu’eans and Gurreans,
and this is due to the station of palace and the military role of the group members, rather than
an ethnic relationship. There is no plausible reason to assume, that the Gurreans were
associated with Ma’allanate outside of work. Their relationship to the rest of the people
within the network does not imply stable long-term ties, such as a family relationship – they
are connected to the group through one text that implies their inclusion to the network is on
business only.
To conclude, the method of looking for Aramean communities by focusing on high
degree of Aramaic names was at least marginally successful, as it resulted in locating an
Aramean village. However, this method favors secluded communities within the network, and
is biased to cases like Ma’allanate, which are virtually separate from the rest of the network.
As another result, SNA is a useful method to prove or disprove double names in unclear
cases, such as with Sīn-nammir and Sēr-nūri. Generally, in cases where it is uncertain whether
a name refers to the same individual, the social network of said individual should be analyzed,
as was with nodes Harrānāiu_8 and _9.

2.2. Choosing a comparison network
The other subgraph chosen from the larger network was the Nineveh network. While the
Ma’allanate network was selected due to the high degree of Aramaic names, the comparison
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network was decided on from a different point of view. If social behavior of individuals with
Aramaic names should be studied in contrast to other groups, the network should include a
variety of ethnic groups. The activity of the town of Ma’allanate is only known from one
archive, and the town is presumed to be quite small. While the scope of name variety was not
limited to Aramaic names in Ma’allanate, if the study was limited to the network of
Ma’allanate, the answer to the question of Aramean ethnic identity and social activity would
limit to the case of that specific town. Therefore, it was important to include another
subgraph.
To avoid bias, the search for another network could not be limited to a place where
Aramaic names occurred often. Additionally, this type of query could limit the geographical
scope of the study: the resulting network could likely point to a similar geographical location
(the Jezirah) and could end up representing behavior of Arameans in a specific context, such
as northern provincial/rural locations. It was necessary, however, that the network would
include a relatively high number of Aramaic names, who could then be identified as either
“likely Aramean” or not. This could be secured by choosing a place with a large population,
as then the chance for Aramaic names would be higher.
Identifying Arameans in Ma’allanate was relatively easy because the reoccurring
locations were in Northern Syria and therefore easily attributed to Arameans. A multiethnic
city would provide a challenge because the location of the nodes would not clearly associate
them to any ethnicity. Therefore, the application of SNA to such context would be beneficial:
are ethnic identities and groups represented as cliques or groups by onomastic data in a place,
which has high degree of diversity? Based on these criteria, it was decided that Nineveh
would be a good location to compare to Ma’allanate. It is the largest city from the NeoAssyrian period, has a multi-ethnic population due to its status as the capital of the Empire,
and most importantly, the network would not represent the contents of only one archive,
unlike in the case of Ma’allanate.
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Fig. 10. The Nineveh network isolated from the PNA-network, colors by the origin of name.
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Fig. 11. Colors representing the linguistic origin of nodes in the Nineveh network.

2.3. The Nineveh Network
The Nineveh network was isolated from the complete giant component by filtering all nodes
where the place attribute matched “Nineveh”. They were then copied to a separate workspace,
and the resulting network was arranged through ForceAtlas2. The appearance of the nodes
was modified by ranking their size by weighted degree. The Nineveh network is considerably
larger than the Ma’allanate network; in total 2447 nodes. Some small communities are visible
on the edges of the graph, disconnected from the giant component. Node size is determined
by degree of node. Edge color is determined by weight from lighter to darker.
Although Akkadian names make the obvious majority of the graph, the variety of
names is considerably larger than in Ma’allanate, as was expected. the Akkadian names
significantly more represented in the graph and occupy the most central positions in the
graph. Most of the larger nodes are nodes with Akkadian name origin. The Nineveh network
represents roughly the time between 8th and 7th centuries BCE.

2.3.1.

Looking for Arameans in the network

While in the Ma’allanate-network it was possible to investigate the entries and texts of several
major nodes, identification of Arameans in a larger network such as this one cannot be as
focused on individuals. The size and diversity of the network should prove beneficial for
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making more general observations. As signs of groupness, I will be looking for concentration
of certain name origins, which could imply preference to action with others from shared
background.
As was previously stated, the ethnicity-attribute does not prove helpful here; only two
individuals in the Nineveh network are labeled “Aramean” in the ethnicity attribute. Both are
“Aramean scribes”. Again, it is not ruled out, that they were Aramean, but the use of armaya
does not seem to refer to ethnicity, but the language proficiency of the scribe. Therefore, the
search began by filtering nodes with Aramaic names. The resulting visual showed these nodes
as a constellation across the graph – most of the nodes did not share edges. It is possible, that
some Aramaic names would be hidden under the label “West-Semitic”, so to achieve a more
comprehensive image of interaction, I included West-Semitic to the filters. This view adds
some edges to the filtered graph but does not suggest that individuals with West-Semitic or
Aramaic names interacted actively and only between each other. It should also not be ruled
out that individuals with Akkadian names would not be Aramean – the degree of assimilation
of Arameans is as poorly known as are the other aspects of their ethnicity.
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Fig 12. Communities detected by the modularity algorithm in the Nineveh network
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Nargî_9
Sa'īlu_17

Parrūu_2

Addî_8

Il-manāni_1
Qidrî_1

Hāl-Sūhu(?)_1

Nabû-sagībi_3

Sē'-qatar_2

Labigāia_1
Sa'īlu_13

Lūqu_11
Abdūnu_3
Nargî_8

Sakâ-il_1

Fig. 13. Aramaic ans West Semitic names in the communities detected by the modularity
algorithm in the Nineveh network
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Considering the timespan represent by the network, all the nodes are not contemporary to
each other. The distribution of Arameans across the network becomes apparent, when the
network is color coded by modularity class, and all but Aramaic and West Semitic names are
filtered from the network. Aramaic names appear in several communities and are not a
significant majority in any of them. For comparison, Egyptian names (although significantly
more minor portion of the name distribution than Arameans) appear in many communities,
but two communities have a clear majority of them: an island in the right fringe of the
network (Inurta_šarru_usur_2’s archive, modularity class number 95) and a fringe community
(number 65, red) in the upper part of the giant component.

Nineveh

Community Community

Community Bahiānu's ego

network

7.

40.

4.

network

71.35%

77.39%

73.12%

55.56%

67.65%

Semitic

10.26%

9.57%

11.25%

20.74%

11.76%

Aramaic

4.33%

0.87%

3.75%

11.85%

10.29%

Unknown

6.01%

8.12%

2.96%

2.94%

Semitic

3.11%

1.25%

3.7%

1.47%

Egyptian

1.55%
1.48%

2.94%

Akkadian
West

Hybrid
Hebrew
Phoenician

1.47%
1.48%

1.47%

Table 3. Distribution of the linguistic origin of names within the Nineveh network and the
investigated subgraphs.
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Fig. 14. Egyptian names in communities detected by the modularity algorithm in the Ninevehnetwork.
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The 20 Egyptians in Inurta-šarru-uṣur’s archive are from miscellaneous professions – but
most are identified by only their familial ties to others. According to Inurta-šarru-usur’s PNAentry, he was the Courtier of the New Palace of Nineveh. The ties suggest, that Inurta-šarruusur dealt closely with an Egyptian community. The family relations of the Egyptians in the
Inurta-šarru-usur’s archive reveal, that Egyptians in the community tended to give Egyptian
names to their offspring, although there are two exceptions; Nabû-rehtu-usur_17 (from Alašlaki, not part of the Nineveh-network) and (adopted) son of a sex worker Ahu-iddina_14.
The fringe community number 65 represents scholars of the royal court at Nineveh –
including physicians, scribes, and diviners. The Egyptians in the group are mostly scribes,
two are described as scholars. Aramaic scribes are not included in the same community – the
two within the graph are in communities number 1225 and 526. The Egyptians within Inurtašarru-usur’s archive could be interpreted as a migrant community of Egyptians in Nineveh,
perhaps even an enclave. No such groups of Aramaic names occur in the Nineveh graph.
When the filter query is extended to include West-Semitic names, some communities
appear to have interesting sub-networks with some larger nodes. I have marked the numbers
assigned by the algorithm to the relevant communities on fig. X and will analyze them and the
status of nodes with Aramaic and West Semitic named within Ego networks of nodes that
could be identified as Aramean are then analyzed so that their interaction and preference to
other nodes with Aramaic names can be evaluated.

25

Ammāia or Ammi-Aia_1, WSem, reign of Ashurbanipal. Appears once as a witness for Kis.ir-Aššur, ADD
207 r. 5
26
Sa’īlu_13, WSem, reign of Ashurbanipal. Appears once as a witness for Mannu-kī-Harrān in a sale of a slave
in SAA 14 153 r.8’
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Fig. 15. Communities of the Nineveh-network with all nodes. Relevant communities marked
on the image.
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Fig. 16. Communities of the Nineveh network with only the nodes that have Aramaic or West
Semitic names.

2.3.2.

Community 104.

This cluster of West Semitic and Aramaic names represents some of the connections of two
Aramaic scribes, Me’isu_7 and Azi-il_4. While it is interesting, that they occur as scribes for
nodes with West Semitic and Aramaic names, who would likely know Aramaic, these
connections are clearly based on their profession and not personal preference.

2.3.3.

Community 7.
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The most prominent one is community 7 due to the several large actors all connected between
each other, and to the green community (number 40) in the center of the network. It consists
of 115 nodes. Majority of the names in the community are Akkadian (77.39%), West Semitic
names make up the second largest group (9.57%) of names, and Aramaic names are the
smallest minority with (0.87%, one node). The community represents military personnel
(40%), officials (21.74%), prefects (8.7%) and other palace personnel, mostly from the reign
of Esarhaddon.
The West-Semitic names include one Eunuch, one Horse and donkey carer, six
members of Military personnel, one Prefect of the Itu’eans (Gulusu_1), one prophetess, and
one scribe (language not specified). The only node with an Aramaic name origin is a chariot
owner (Sēr-nūri_2). Gulusu is the prefect of the Itu’eans at the court of Nineveh from
Esarhaddon’s reign. His name is labeled West Semitic, and according to his PNA-entry he
appears only twice; once in a list of officials in the court of Nineveh (SAA 7 5 ii 11), and
once in list of lodgings for officials (SAA 7 9 r. i 25). Due to the lists he is well connected; his
ego network has 147 nodes, of whom 80.27% have Akkadian names and 10.2% West Semitic.
His ego network consists of other military personnel and court members from Nineveh, as is
expected considering the context of his attestations. No other Itu’eans appear in his network,
likely because the lists he occurs in include only high-ranking officials. Perhaps there was
only one prefect of the Itu’eans at a time.

2.3.4.

Community 40.

This community involves people from the whole 7th century. Profession is either unknown or
unapplicable for 41.87% of nodes in this community, which implies long lists of witnesses.
The most often occurring node in the community is Rēmanni-Adad_4, and the connections
here seem to reflect his economic action (SAA 6: 296-350). There are 6 nodes with Aramaic
names, two of them scribes, one of them “probably a cohort commander”, and three of
unknown profession. They are not grouped together and occur separately in documents with
mostly Akkadian names. The 18 nodes with West Semitic names are landowners (2 nodes),
charioteers (2), a merchant (1), a slave (1), and of unknown profession.
SAA 6 319, where Rēmanni-Adad purchases the wife and husband Gabia_1 (West
Semitic) and Dīnāna_1 (West Semitic) from Sē’-nātan_1 (West Semitic), and has several
witnesses with West Semitic names. They are only attested in this document. No location is
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mentioned in SAA 6 319, but the punishment clause on the occasion breaching the contract
mentions “lady of Nineveh” (r 2). While the amount of West Semitic names in this document
is notworthy, there is not enough information about them to conclude, that they represent a
community.

2.3.5.

Community 4.

The nodes within this community are from the time span of 721-669, mostly falling on the
reign of Sennacherib. Name distribution: Akkadian (55.56%), West Semitic (20.74%),
Aramaic (11.85%), Semitic (3.7%), Unknown (2.96%), Phoenician (1.48%), Hybrid (1.48%),
and less than 1% of Hebrew, Elamite, and Arabian names.
The largest node within this community is clearly Bahiānu_5, although the community does
not reflect only his social network. It should be noted, that Bahiānu_6 is grouped immediately
next to Bahiānu_5 and shares nodes from the same network – they are likely the very same
Bahiānu. Bahiānu’s name is Aramaic, and due to his notable presence in the community 7.,
and as the largest node with an Aramaic name, his ego network will be examined.
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Sangi-Issār_1
Nabû'a_13

Zeru-lesir_3

Nabû-rēmanni_6
Il-pādi_3
Qurdi-Adad_5
Lū-kī-Mama_2

Surarāti_1
Nabû-hussanni_2
Bēl-ēpuš_3 Ugi_1
Rēmanni-ilu_8

Mannu-kī-Arbail_6

Nergal-ašarēd_5

Daiān-Kurbail_1
Rēmūt-ili_5
Sīn-šarru-uur_3
Nergal-ibni_5
Bēl-lēšir_11
Nabû-ahu-uur_5

Garruu_2
Astār-qūmu_1

Kapara_3
Apladad-dalâ_1

Qurdi-Issār_6
Erība-ilāni_3

Bahiānu_5

Mannu-kī-Nabû_1

Gallulu_4
Kubābu-ilā'ī_3
Kubābu-ahu-iddina_1

Itti-Adad-ahhūtu_3
Hallēu_2

Samas-nair_9

Lā-amašši-Bēl_1

Samas-ahu-uur_5

Ahū'āia_3 Nabû'a_14

Gabbê_3

Ubru-ahhe_9
Ahūnî_3

Nabû-nūru-nammir_1
Lā-tubāšanni-ilu_8
abbutānu_2

Nanāia_1
Sīn-ahu-iddina_5
Dandaru_1

Aia-nērī_1
Marduk-šarru-uur_12
Nabû-zēru-iqīša_2
Kabti-ilāni_2

Mār-bi'dī_2
Dalâ-il_2
Sulmu-lamur_2
Adad-bēlu-uur_4
Aia-[...]_3

Milki-Il_1
Mannu-kī-Arbail_5
Samas-sezib_4
Dukur-il_1

Dususu_1

Ahī-Iāu_2
Nabû-nādin-ahhē_5
Attāra_1
Zakkuru_5
Bēl-ēmuranni_14
Bēl-dūrī_11
Inūrta-mušēzib_1

Fig. 17. Ego network of Bahiānu_5 isolated from the Nineveh network
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Fig. 18. Colors representing the linguistic origin of nodes in Bahiānu’s ego network.

2.3.6.

Ego network of Bahiānu_5

Bahiānu_5’s ego network consists of 68 nodes and includes connections from two locations:
Nineveh (97.06%), and Dur-Katlimmu/Magladu (1.47%), the rest are unknown. The three
most common classes of names in his network are Akkadian (67.65%) West Semitic
(11.76%), and Aramaic (10.29%). The professions of the nodes are mostly unknown or not
applicable (69.12%), scribes (7.35%), and owners of property (5.88%). The ego network
likely reflects the contents of SAA 6: 60-80, documents of Bahiānu.
Bahiānu is “a village manager of the temple stewardess” (Akk. lú.gal uru.meš ša
mí

láh-hi-ni-te27). While lahhenutu is a commonly translated as temple stewardess, Svärd

(2015, 123) suggests they were actually palace officials ranked somewhere below šakintu (a
higher-ranking financial official in the palace), and their responsibilities involved financial
matters. Bahiānu as the village manager worked for lahhenutu called Ahat-abû, who in turn
worked for the šakintu Amat-Ba’al in Kalhu (Svärd ibid.). He is often attested during
Sennacherib’s reign as the loaner in debt documents, and once as a lessor of land and people
(SAA 6 65:9). His ego network has a significant number of nodes with Akkadian names
(68%), followed by West-Semitic (12%), Aramaic (10%) and Hybrid (3%) names. Most
nodes in his networks are classified as “Individuals from Nineveh”. Some interesting
professional groups in his network are four owners of property, three members of military,
five scribes. Bahiānu’s network also includes another village manager (Bēl-dūri_11), a prefect
from Nineveh (Sīn-šarru-uṣur_3), and a cohort commander and charioteer Mannu-kīArbail_6, who takes a central position in the complete Nineveh network. Interestingly, the
network of Bahiānu includes also Mannu-kī-Arbail_5 – a debt bondsman – but the name

27

Attested only in SAA 6: 66 line o2.
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appears to have been relatively popular in Assyria, with a total of 36 individual Mannu-kīArbail’s in the PNA. 28
The West-Semitic and Aramaic names in his ego network are grouped to different
cliques, meaning that they appear in different texts. They occur as witnesses or as parts of
groups borrowing barley, often together with diverse groups of people. For example, one
West Semitic name occurs together with Akkadian names and two hybrid names (Anat./Akk.
mix) borrowing barley from Bahiānu.29 The two Aramaic names which initially appear to
have stronger ties with Bahiānu and which are not grouped in cliques are not significant
connections, either: Apladad-dalâ_1 loans barley from Bahiānu in the fragmentary text SAA
6:76, where the rest of the loaners have broken off. Hence, the edge appears stronger than it
likely should be. Kapara’s connection to Bahiānuand Apladad-dalâ_1 is a mistake in
Kapara_5’s PNA-entry. The only reoccurring West Semitic social connection of Bahiānu is
Surarāti_1. According to his PNA-entry, he is attested twice as a witness to Bahiānu.
Otherwise, he functions as a witness for another inhabitant of Nineveh, Sangi-issar_5, whose
PNA-entry implies there might be a connection to Bahiānu. Suarāti’s entry is otherwise
lacking in information. To conclude, the West Semitic and Aramaic names in Bahiānu’s
network are connected through business and occur usually in diverse groups.
Bahiānu’s network consists mostly of “Individuals from Nineveh” and consequently
the social class of his network is hard to define. The nodes that include a known profession,
represent mostly a wealthier stratum of society; Owners of property (4 nodes), scribes (5), a
goldsmith, or other high officials such as a prefect, a village manager, and military
commanders (3). His network includes men only, which is surprising considering his title, and
primarily nodes with Akkadian names. Bahiānu’s position in the Nineveh network seems to
relate to his connections to the palace and military personnel and his wealth, which translates
to high degree of economic activity.

2.3.7.

Professional groups and Aramean group names in the network

28

Bahiānu obtained Mannu-kī-Arbail_5, the son of Ahī-lāu_2 (also present in the graph, name_origin Hebrew)
in a document dated to the year 700 (SAA 6 61:4). Mannu-kī-Arbail_6 is first attested in 688. The difference
between _5 and _6 are social class and 12 years. In early attestations of Mannu-kī-Arbail_6 he is a witness to
purchases of slaves, not as military personnel; he is not referred to as cohort commander until 680 (ADD 360,
LÚ.GAL-ki-s.ir). One of the purchases he witnesses is by Bahiānu, which is why he appears in his ego network.
It is possible, that this incident could be associated to Bahiānu_5 instead or perhaps the two are the same
individual and Mannu-kī-Arbail rose from a slave to a cohort commander.
29
SAA 6 61
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In the Ma’allanate graph, individuals with the label tribe/clan membership were a prominent
class under the Profession attribute. No individuals who belong to this category appear in the
Nineveh network. Considering that Aramean groups were more active in Babylonia and the
fringes of the empire, lack of them in Nineveh is not surprising. Even within the military
personnel, the only node whose description associates them with an Aramean group, is
Gulusu, prefect of the Itu’eans discussed above. In the Nineveh network, the name origin is
the only indicator of ethnic group membership.
Most of the central, well-connected nodes in the Nineveh network represent military
personnel, officials and prefects, court members and scribes – but surprisingly also cooks and
horse/donkey carers, including even a dependant farmer. It seems, that palace personnel and
officials are “preferred” in the Nineveh network, meaning that they appear most often in the
data available from Nineveh. This preference is obviously influenced by the palace archives.
Nissinen (2012) in his review of Arameans in PNA-data uses a slightly different
criteria for Arameans; he focused on the Assyrian heartland and left out individuals from
western provinces and did not include West Semitic names to his research. While we have
had a different approach to Arameans, the source material is the same, and some comparison
is possible. Based on the analysis of the sample specified by his criteria, Nissinen (2012, 296)
demonstrates that Arameans are found “at all levels of Assyrian society, from slaves to
queens, gate guards to governors”. However, even in his work, the categories of military
personnel and palace personnel and civil administration were clearly more populated by
Arameans; out of the sample size of 363 with Arameans a profession30, professions in the
realm of military involved 58 (15%) individuals, and palace personnel and civil
administration included 64 (17%) people. If we compare these numbers to the Nineveh
network, we find, that military personnel and slaves have the highest concentration of
Arameans. It should be kept in mind, that these statistics are skewed by the bias of large
official archives, which show preference to documentation of state matters – therefore the
people involved are more likely involved in the military and administration of the state. From
the number of nodes without any applicable profession data, the error margin of these
statistics is obvious.
Aram. name

WSem. name

Aram. and WSem.

30

Nissinen only gives the total number of Arameans in his sample, which is 599. The number 363 I calculated
based on the sum of people he gives for each profession category.
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Unknown or not

55.66%

45.42%

48.46%

Military personnel

12.26%

9.56%

10.36%

Slave

6.6%

9.96%

8.96%

Scribe

6.6%

4.78%

5.32%

Family relationship

3.77%

7.97%

6.72%

Official

2.83%

1.2%

1.68%

Merchant or

1.89%

1.2%

1.4%

Owners of property 1.89%

1.99%

1.96%

Craftspeople

1.89%

1.99%

1.96%

Horse and donkey

1.89%

2.79%

2.52%

applicable

entrepreneur

carer
Table 4. Professional distribution of nodes with Aramaic and West Semitic names within the
Nineveh network in the 10 most common categories.
Based on the data from Nineveh, military personnel, slaves, and scribes have the highest
concentration of Arameans.

2.3.8.

Conclusions on the Nineveh Network

In the context of the Nineveh network, Aramaic and West Semitic names are the only viable
source for Arameans. There is only one node with a clear affiliation to an Aramean group.
This speaks for the lack of Aramean groups, even those that are often attested in service of the
Assyrian army, within Nineveh. Despite this, the role of Arameans in professions related to
military service is highlighted in the statistics.
Nothing that can be classified as a solely Aramean group is observable in Nineveh.
There were very few Aramean nodes (even when West Semitic names were included) that
were connected to each other. Rather, the connections between nodes are simply based on
shared profession. This implies, that the social networks of the nodes represented here do not
appear to have preference to others with shared ethnic identity, even within the same
professional group, or if the linguistic origin of the name is not accepted as an ethnic marker,
they are not excluded from the networks of those with Akkadian names.
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I am hesitant to make conclusions about Aramaic ethnic identity based on the ego
networks of those in the Nineveh network. Had there been a group of people that could have
been identified as Arameans based on their connections to each other in addition to their
names, ego network analysis might have been more relevant here. The case of Nineveh is
different from Ma’allanate, where the location of the archive is an additional marker for
“Arameanness”. However, Bahiānu’s ego network functions as a case where we can clearly
observe that even outside of his colleagues, his network is not limited to nodes with Aramaic
names, as his business ventures include mostly nodes with Akkadian names.
In short, the social networks of nodes with Aramaic names within Nineveh do not
show signs of groupness based on linguistic origin of name. Instead, the interaction of nodes
implies diversity. Perhaps, if there is no evidence of an individual with an Aramaic name in
an urban context being explicitly referred to as Aramean by an Assyrian or themselves, there
is no reason to presume that they were seen as members of a separate ethnic group. At least,
their interaction does not suggest it.

3. Conclusions
The Ma’allanate network and Nineveh network represent very different contexts for
Arameans. Ma’allanate is an example of a rural location within the Neo-Assyrian empire,
estimated to be in in an area which is pre-established to be inhabited by Arameans. Nineveh
represents a large, diverse capital city of the empire. Both subnetworks are compiled of
Assyrian administrative data, hence the central, well-connected, and often occurring
characters in the network are people in public offices of the Assyrian empire.
However, Aramaic names are more likely to be concentrated to rural areas of the
empire. The Ma’allanate network represents the rural context and is not very informative in
terms of Aramean identity within the Assyrian heartland. Despite being an identifiably
Aramean location, strong ties within Ma’allanate are not necessarily based on shared ethnic
identity. Rather, the ties seem to be related to shared professional group and location. This
applies to the role of Gurreans within the network as well, as they are related to Sīn-nammir
through shared professional realm of the palace administration and military personnel. There
did not appear to be a clear preference of West Semitic or Aramaic names over Akkadian
names in the social circles of the archive generations.
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In the Nineveh network, the lack of ties between Aramaic and West-Semitic names
was obvious. Those few ties that were present were related to profession, just as with the
Ma’allanate-network. Therefore, based on these two cases, those from a linguistically
Aramaic background do not have a preference to others with the same linguistic background
in their economic and professional activity. Especially within Nineveh, Aramaic names
appear in similar context with Akkadian names, and do not show exclusivity from the
Assyrian society, or present signs of group activity. The lack of groupness suggests that an
Aramaic name should not be considered a sign of belonging to an Aramean ethnic group. The
social networks of nodes with Aramaic names (that were significant sized enough to study) do
not show signs of exclusivity based on linguistic background.
The lack of groupness is apparent when compared to Egyptian names within the
Nineveh network, which tend to group together. It should be noted that the sample size of
Egyptian names is smaller than Aramaic and West Semitic names within the Assyrian
sources, and with a smaller sample the error margin is greater. However, other evidence
suggests, that Egyptians within Assyria did seek out other Egyptians within their networks
and grouped together. For example, the archive N31 from a private house in Assur includes
attestations of several Egyptian names. Pedersén (1986, 2:127) estimates, that the Egyptians
attested within the archive represent a partially assimilated group. The archive includes also
Akkadian names, but it appears that Egyptians maintained some degree of groupness within
Assyria. The evidence of onomastics as a beneficial aid in recognizing ethnic groups within
diverse empires does not end with Egyptians: studies on Judean communities in the sixth and
fifth centuries imply, that Judeans retained at least partial groupness and cultural heritage
during deportations (Alstola 2020). Therefore, the lack of groupness with Aramaic names is
not necessarily due to onomastics being an insufficient tool for finding ethnic groups, even in
urban context.
Even so, in the case Aramaic names, the interaction within their social networks does
not suggest group membership based on shared Aramean identity. No significant longdistance links between Aramean groups were present in the two networks studied, either. The
ties from Ma’allanate to other locations were in the immediate vicinity of Ma’allanate, and in
the Nineveh network there was no “Aramean group” for which the long-distance links could
be studied. The small world theory could not be applied to the Arameans within these two
graphs – and although long-distance ties are vulnerable, there is not much to suggest that
Arameans maintained connections with other Arameans outside of the immediate vicinity of
their location.
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The professional distribution of Aramaic names is clearly tipped towards military
professions. Also, nodes with a relationship to explicitly Aramean groups almost always have
a network or profession that is closely related to military activity. This information aligns
with the previously expressed ideas, that the Assyrian army recruited Arameans to its service.
Additionally, without any previous knowledge on Gurreans or Itu’eans, based on the PNAnetwork I would presume that they were military titles. Often, although not always, Gurreans
and Itu’eans do have Aramaic or West-Semitic names – and of course other evidence of their
association with Arameans cannot be excluded either. However, group association in the 7th
century has been diminished in relevance to the realm of military only.
These finds support Fales’ (2015b) suggestion, that anyone employed in a public
office by the Assyrian empire identified as “Assyrian”, and that Aramaic names could not be
used as an ethnic marker for Arameans. In the Nineveh-network, there were no signs of
groupness that would imply a separate non-Assyrian identity amongst people with Aramaic
names. In the Ma’allanate-network those who could be identified as Arameans based on other
traits did not show preference to forming social circles around shared ethnic identity. Even in
the latter case, where location and language support identification of the village of
Ma’allanate as “Aramean”, nothing in their social interaction suggests that the people there
identified as Aramean. Study of other locations or a different window of time could result to
different results in groupness, but the results here support Fales’ (2017) hypothesis on the
semantic shift of armaya from an ethnonym to a term referring to linguistic proficiency; in the
7th century evidence, Aramaic name and Aramean background do not appear as barriers for
Assyrian identity, and there is no apparent reason to presume they were identified by others or
themselves as anything but Assyrian. The present study could of course be extended by
studying and comparing the structures of other clusters of Aramaic names, which was not
possible in the current work. For example, administrative material from 8th century Nippur
could showcase completely different results of Aramean groupness. By comparing the results
from the current study to 8th century Nippur, the political effects to groupness of ethnic groups
could be investigated.
To conclude, Arameans do not present as a self-moderating, exclusive ethnic group
within these two subnetworks. There are no signs of non-Assyrian identity, and no signs of
general Aramean identity. No groupness of Arameans occurs during the 7th century within the
two networks.
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4. Appendix
4.1.

Reigns of Neo-Assyrian kings
Name

Reign (BCE)

Adad-nerari II

911-891

Tukulti-Inurta II

890-884

Assurnasirpal II

883-859

Shalmaneser III

858-824

Šamši-Adad V

823-811

Adad-nerari III

810-783

Shalmaneser IV

782-773

Aššur-dan III

772-755

Aššur-nerari V

754-745

Tiglath-pileser III

744-727

Shalmaneser V

726-722

Sargon II

721-705

Sennacherib

704-681

Esarhaddon

680-669

Assurbanipal

668-630

Chronology and spelling of names follow the table of reigns in the first volume of the
Prosopography of the Neo-Assyrian empire (Radner 1998, 1:xxi).
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4.2.

Maps

Map 1. Map of Aramean polities of the Levant and Jezirah from Younger (2016, xxviii).
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Map 2. Map of the Assyrian heartland from Younger (2016, 16).
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Map 3. Map of Southern Mesopotamia and Aramean group territories from Younger (2016,
671).
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